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The mission of the Naval Postgraduate School is to provide 
advanced professional studies at the graduate level for 
military officers and defense officials from all services and 
other nations. The school's focus is to increase the combat 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States by 
providing quality education which supports the unique needs 
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SECTION I - THE SCHOOL 
THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
The Naval Postgraduate School was established in 1909 to meet the advanced educational 
needs of naval officers in marine engineering. Since that time, the academic programs of the 
School have evolved to meet the changing needs of the Navy and the Department of Defense. 
The student body has grown to include U.S. military officers from each of the Services, U. 
S. government civilians, and international officers from more than thirty nations. The programs 
of study depend on the academic disciplines of eleven academic departments and the 
interdisciplinary melding from four academic groups. 
Through the years, the School has carefully nurtured quality educational standards to meet 
the needs of its select student body. Unlike most graduate schools, the future employment and 
career progress of the graduates is understood. This provides a unique oppornmity to tailor 
graduate programs to meet specific professional military demands in a quality educational 
experience. 
The broad responsibility of the Naval Postgraduate School toward the advanced education 
of naval officers is reflected in its chartered mission: 
"To conduct and direct the advanced education of commissioned officers, and to 
provide such other technical and professional instruction as may be prescribed to 
meet the needs of the Naval Service, and in support of the foregoing, to foster and 
encourage a program of research in order to sustain academic e:rcellence. " 
On 4 April 1989 the SecretaJy of the Navy issued SECNAV INSTRUCTION 15242A 
which updated and clarified the policies concerning the Naval Postgraduate School. In it he 
emphasized that: 
The NPS exists for the sole purpose of increasing the combat effectiveness of the Navy 
and Marine Corps. It accomplishes this by providing post-baccalaureate degree and 
non-degree programs in a variety of subspecialty areas not available through other 
educational institutions. The NPS also supports the DoN through continuing programs 
of naval and maritime research and through the maintenance of an expert faculty 
capable of working in, or as advisors to, operational commands, laboratories, systems 
commands, and headquarters ac:tivities of the Navy and Marine Corps. 
The contributions of a degree-granting NPS to the combat effectiveness of the Navy 
and Marine Corps reflect: 
I-1 (Revised July 1994) 
o Its ability to develop and offer unique curricula - e.g., undersea warfare; 
electronic: warfare; weapons engineering; command, control, and 
communication; and naval intelligence. 
o The ability to handle classified insttuc:tion and research. 
o Its flexibility in tailoring general educational subjects to the particular 
interest of the military, - e.g., organmtion, space tec:hnology, and 
manpower management. 
o The ability to structure curriculum and course sequences to meet 
professional need and maintain officer warfare specialty with minimum 
time away from professional responsibilities. 
o Its ability to meet DoN requirements rapidly and effectively, by creating 
and adapting relevant programs, and terminating obsolete programs. 
o The benefits of bringing together officers ftom the four services, 
increasing the professional dialogue among officers engaged in related 
efforts to solve significant military problems. 
o The cultivation of a unique pool of specialized faculty whose teaching 
and research expertise is particularly relevant to the military. 
In response to self-evaluation, the following mission statement was adopted by the Naval 
Postgraduate School in 1994: 
The mission of the Naval Postgraduate School is to provide advanced professional 
studies at the graduate level for military officers and defense offzcia/s from all services 
and other nations. The school's focus is lo increase the combal effectiveness of the 
armed forces of the United Sla1es by providing quality education which supports the 
unique needs of the defense establishment 
This mission of the Naval Postgraduate School establishes the continuing requirements for 
the combination of excellence of academic propams and responsiveness to change and 
innovation in the technology and management of the Navy and the Department of Defense. 
The unique mission of the NPS and the special cbaracter of the student body demand a 
premium on excellence of instruction. The students' anticipated application of their knowledge 
to future defense problems requires the faculty to be &weft of current scientific: and technical 
problems faced by the Defense Department and cognizant of the areas in which future interest 
may develop. Each program of study at the School has a Flag Officer sponsor who oversees 
the career and utilmtion assignments of the naval officer graduates. Both formal and informal 
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dialogue between the School and these subspecialty sponsors provide an invaluable 
constructive mechanism to detennine evolving educational needs. 
Providing the educational skill requirements of the program sponsors is the primary 
instructional objective of the graduate academic programs of the School. The awarding of 
degrees is a by-product of this effort. However, it is highly desirable to the Services and 
individual students that the scholarly achievements of the students be rewarded by conferring 
the appropriate academic degree. The courses of study, although tailored to meet the particular 
needs of the Navy and the Department of Defense, fulfill faculty-established standards for 
academic degrees. For the purpose of awarding degrees, the School is accredited by the 
Western Association of Schools and Colleges (W ASC). Additionally, the programs in electricaJ 
engineering, mechanical engineering, and aeronautical/astonautical engineering are accredited 
by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) and the management 
programs are accredited by the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and 
Administration. 
In keeping with its mission, the School fosters a research program to benefit the students' 
educational programs, to stimulate and encourage individual professional development, to 
attract and retain a talented faculty, and to examine frontiers of knowledge in response to the 
needs of the Services. The School enjoys a comparative advantage in its ready access to the 
entire Naval establishment including laboratories, offices. and operating forces. 
The Naval Postgraduate School's excellent relations with the Office of Naval Research, 
naval laboratories, and sponsors of School curricula benefit the research programs. In general, 
individual and group research projects, which may be interdisciplinary, are reimbursably 
supported by the Navy, by other Department of Defense agencies, and by other branches of 
the government, including the National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy, and 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Research support from private industry 
may also be sought through the establishment of a Cooperative Research and Development 
Agreement. 
In addition, a Direct Funded Research Program, supported by Navy operating funds, 
encourages the development of new research ideas which can be proposed subsequently to 
potential sponsors for reimbursable support. A special benefit of the School's research program 
is the opportunity for all students to gain research experience by performing supervised thesis 
study, including classified work, in basic or applied areas of interest to the Navy and other 
Defense organizations. 
I-3 {Revised July 1994) 
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SECTION II - STUDENTS 
THE STUDENTS 
The Naval Postgraduate School student body consists primarily of U.S. Naval Officers, 
but also other U.S. milita?y officers, U.S. Government civilian employees, and international 
officers and civilians. Officers must have demonstrated both intelleaual and leadership 
potential to warrant the government's investment in their higher education. They are mature, 
career-oriented individuals who reali7.e that the graduate education programs provide the 
technical and managerial expertise needed in demanding billets, solve operational problems, 
and employ modem weapons systems. Their goal is to qualify as a subspecialist and 
complement their primary (warfare or staff) specialty. 
In general, four or more years will have elapsed since the student's undergraduate 
educa1ion. These years will have been spent undergoing training and acquiring operational 
experience in a warfare specialty. In some cases. the return to an academic environment 
requires an extensive review to re-establish the student's academic proficiency. Funher, 
officers have developed new interests as a result of their experience and may be pursuing 
advanced education in fields other than those of their undergraduate majors in order to meet 
Navy needs. 
These unique cbaracteristics of incoming students require that academic programs be 
adapted appropriately. Flexibility in academic course sequencing permits adjustments in the 
course selections offered individuals. Officers who validale sufficient courses may devote the 
time Ieleased to more advanced study, thesis work, or may also complete the curriculum 
early. This academic tailoring is warranted due to the significant investment that the mature 
and experienced stUdems represent. Each must be provided the opportunity for maximum 
personal development within a quality educational environment. 
EDUCATIONAL POLICY 
On 24 May 1986 the Chief of Naval Operations issued a policy statement on graduate 
education. Becm1se of its importaDc:c, the policy statement is reproduced in its entirety. 
Graduate Education Policy 
.. General: Because we face ever increasing complexities in technological, managerial, 
and political/economic fields which affect the Navy, we need officers with a solid 
intellectual capacity and the vision to capitalize on evolving technology and 
developments. This requires officers capable of original thought and the capacity to 
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synthesize broad areas of knowledge to analyze complex issues, and appreciate the 
distinction between what is theoretically possible and acrually achievable. Investment 
in graduate education must be pursued as a priority, even in the face of fiscal austerity 
and competing demands for our junior officers. 
·subspecialty system: Subspecialty requirements are the primary means of definin1 
Navy's needs for graduate education programs. Requirements will be validated every 
other year in a z.ero-based review that ensures: (1) requirements are not overstated, 
(2) each subspecialty has a pyramidal mucmre that fosters a healthy can:cr 
progression, and (3) subspecialty billets are distributed throughout sea and shore 
activities to derive maximum benefit from the subspecialist inventory. 
•ne number of unique subspecialty fields is to be held to a minimum, as is the 
number of supponing curricula. As a general rule, we will consider consolidating or 
eJiminating other subspecialtics to avoid proliferation and ensure efficiency of the 
system before a new subspecialty is added . 
.. Officer participants: The fully funded graduaie education programs are intended 
primarily for lieutenants and lieutenant commanders who have demonsttaled superior 
prQfessional performance and tl:.e intellectUal capability to complete a rigorous 
academic program. These academic programs are designed to equip officers with 
enhanced intellectual and analytical capacity and make them more skillful warriors and 
specialists. Our goal is to achieve 20 percent of the officer corps with a graduate level 
subspecialty • 
.. Education: The intention of graduate education is to prepare an officer for a long 
can:cr of comributions. Therefore, the tendency to train officers for their next 
assignment must be balanced by graduate education which funhcrs their ability to 
conmome. Program length will normally be two years or less to limit costS • 
.. Officers selected for fully funded graduate education will usually be assigned to study 
at the Naval Postgraduaie School (NPS). NPS programs will be maintained with a 
predominant emphasis on scientific and engineering subjects. NPS will also provide 
a program of continuing education so prospective srudents can improve their 
knowledge and graduates can maintain cum:ncy. For those curricula not offered at 
NPS. officers will be sent to quality civilian or DoD institutions approved by the 
appropriate program sponsor. This effon is also managed by NPS . 
.. Other programs. either full time (such as the Advanced Education Program) or off 
duty. will be supported for officers who desire graduate education but are unavailable 
for fully funded education because of career panems or personal desires. 
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"Utilization: Officers with subspecialty codes will be assigned to a subspecialty billet 
as soon as practicable after their designation. URL officers will normally be assigned 
to an operational billet after graduation, but should be assigned subsequently to a 
subspecialty billet at their first shore tour following graduation. Officers should expect 
to serve multiple tours in their subspecialty fields during their careers. 
"'Review: Several reviews are in place and will continue to ensure gradUate education 
programs directly support the Navy's needs. These include a biennial review of each 
curriculum by the sponsor. a biennial flag level validation of all subspecialty billets. 
and an annual flag level review of Navy's graduate educalion chaired by the Vice 
Chief of Naval Operations. In addition, a Board of Advisors appointed by the 
Secretary of the Navy will assess annually the effectiveness with which NPS is 
accomplishing its mission." 
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SECTION 111- SCHOOL STRUCTURE 
The Naval Postgraduate School is a shore activity in an active operational status under a 
Superintendent who is a line officer of flag rank, under the command of the Chief of Naval 
Operations. The Naval Postgraduate School is subject to the area coordination authority of the 
Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
The orgamzation chart of the Naval Postgraduate School is shown on the next page. The 
organization of the School combines the administration of the traditional academic functions of a 
university with the :functions of a military activity. A brief description of the positions of the academic 
officials follows. A complete assigmneot of duties of all officials of the School is set forth in the NPS 
lnstruction 5400.2 (series). a copy of which is maintained by each Department/Group office. 
The Superintendegt. The SupcrinteDdent is a flag officer of the line and is the Chief Executive of the 
Naval Postgraduale School. The Superintendent is responsible to the Chief of Naval Operations for 
the fully-:fimdcd graduate education within the Navy conducted at both the Naval Postgraduate 
School and civilian universities. The determination of policy stems from the command authority of 
the Superintendent, who is respoDSJ1>le for the accomplishment of the School's mission. 
The Provost/Academic Dean. The Provost/Academic Dean is the chief educational officer of the 
School and is responsible to the Superintendent for all academic matters. In the absence of the 
Superintendent, the Provost acts in his behalf for those matters not related to the functions of the 
military chain of command. The Provost/ Academic Dean's responsibilities include formulating and 
implemmting ac:adcmic policies consonant with accreditation standards and the needs of the Na\'Y; 
maintaining high pc:rformaDcc SlaDdankaftbc ~reviewing and planning for all education 81eas 
and lheir professional application; and liaison in educational affairs with appropriate agencies, 
activities. and societies. The Provost/Academic Dean is appointed by the Secretary of the Navy for 
a term not to exceed five years upon rccommcndation of the Superintendent. after consultation ~ith 
a faculty commi1lee appointed by the Superintendent for that purpose. (This committee is called the 
"Operating Council" for the purposes of this appointment) 
The Dean of Stude:nts/Direct of Programs. The Dean of StudcntslDirecto of Programs is 
respcm51ble fer the administration of the curricular operations of the School. serves as the Dean for 
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persame1 mgned as students, as well as those mgned to curricular or academic duties. The Dean 
of Students/Director of Programs reports to the Provost/Academic Dean on academic matters and 
to the Superintendent on military matters. His/her respoDSJl>ilities include: 
a The planning, developmcnl, and evaluation of curricular programs including those conducted 
at civilian institutions as specified by the Chief of Naval Operations, in coordination with the 
other Deans. 
b. Exercising operational and superviSOij' authority over the Curricular Officers and students 
assigned thereto, including the establishment of common policies and procedures for the 
Curricular operation. 
c. Ensuring through periodic reviews that the stated objectives of each curriculmn are current 
and that they reflect the educational skill requirements of the various sponsors. 
d. Ensuring continuing liaison with cwriculum sponsors. 
e. Acting as Resource Manager for billetS, personnel, and dollar assets assigned to the 
Programs Division. 
f. Maintaining Average-on-Board (AOB) statistics and current Prospective Rotation Dates 
(PRD) OD students. 
g. Coordinating, as required, with the Chief of Naval Operations and the Commander, Bureau 
of Personnel (BuPERS), OD srudent input procedures. 
Dean of Facultv: Under the Academic Dean. the Dean of Faculty, together V1.ith the Dean of 
Research, the Dean of Instruction, and the Dean of Students, administers the academic programs of 
the School by planning and administering the programs, the resources needed to support the 
programs, and the distnoution of those resources. The Dean of F acuity is also responsible for 
insuriDg tbal policies and procedures are in place to cmy out the academic programs efticienlly. The 
Dean ofFaculty: 
a. Works with the Department/Group Chairmen to plan, conduct., and administer educational 
programs. 
b. Supervises the Cbamnen of the Acadtmic Departments and Groups. 
c. Recommends mclividuals for appointment to the faculty to the Provost, after receiving the 
recommendation from the Department/Group Chairman. 
d. Recommends to the Provost individual faculty for promotion, tenure, and merit pay raises 
where such a recmmnendation has been made by the Departmem/Group Chairman. 
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e. Develops m:i administers programs for faculty orientation, development, and mentoring. 
f. Develops, in conjunction with the Chairmen and the Dean of Research, research plans and 
encourages the development of research programs. 
g. Prepares ml submits budget, manpower, and facilities requirements in accordance with the 
Plmming. Progia111111ing, and Budgeting System (PPBS) procedures. 
h. Manages all resources assigned. including budgets, manpower. and physical faa:lities. 
1. Coordimll:s the development of new curricula with the Dean of StudentsJDirector of 
Programs mi the Dean of Instruction. 
j. Supports a.irmen in developing aod implementing persooal development progrmis for staff 
members. 
The Dean of Faculty is appointed by the Superintendent on the recommendation of the Pro-
vost/Academic Dean for a specific term not to exceed three years. 
Dean oflnst:ruclioo. Under the Academic Dean, the Dean of Instruction establishes policies and 
procedures to pn:mote high quality insttuclion to meet the needs of various curricula and administers 
the instructional support functions. The Dean of Instruction: 
a. insures an c&c:tive evaluation of instruction is canied out and that timely follow-up is taken 
OD identified needs. 
b. Develops and conducts a program for instructicmal improvc::mcnt. 
c. Rec:ommrnds individuals to the Provost for appointment as Acadanic Amxiates and 
cwdiuaswilh the Dean of Students/Director of Programs in the supervision m Academic 
Associates 
d. CoordinEs with the Dean of Students/Director of Programs and Dean of Faculty in the 
developmmr of new curricula. 
e. Supervises aralemic support activities including the Registrar :functions, the Admissions 
office. coarse scheduling, and the preparaticm mid disaibution of the School Cllalog. 
f. Supcrvisrs1be piepmaticm of academie statistical data far intemal and appiopliate extcmal 
distnbutiaa. 
g. Is Secrelmy of the Academic Council and advises the Academic Council cm curricular 
matters ml academic standards, as requested. 
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b. Serves as a position manager and a resource manager for all codes under the Dean of 
lnstruction. 
i. Prepares and submits budget, manpower, and facilities requirements for assigned areas of 
responsibility in accordance \\ith the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting Systems 
(PPBS) procedures. 
The Dean of Instruction is appointed by the Superintendent on the recommendation of the 
Provost/Academic Dean for a specific term not to exceed three years. 
Dean ofResearch. The Dean of Research admmisters the research program of the School. Jn this 
capacity, the Dean ofResearch is responsible for planning the research program, preparing budgets 
for the support of the program, maintaining contact with sponsors and potential sponsors to obtain 
this support, and proposing and administering policy and procedures to carry out the research 
program. Under the Academic Dean, the Dean of Research: 
a. Develops and implements policies governing research at NPS. 
b. Administers NPS research funds and oversees the proposal process, the e>.-penditures of 
funds, and the reporting of results. 
c. Coordinates liaison with Department of Defense research and development facilities, the 
National Science FolDldation, other government agencies which engage in research, and 
private contractors performing research. 
d. Chairs the Research Advisoey Panel. 
e. Compiles and publishes an annual summary of the NPS Research Program. Prepares other 
reports as required. Provides data, briefings, and other research-related support. 
f. Administers other research-related programs at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
g. Oversees c:oordinalion with 1he CanptroDet's Office on budget displays and financial matters 
related to research funds at NPS. 
h. Identifies and develops additional research contacts and coordinates faculty research 
initiatives. 
1. Approves rescarcb proposals, encourages the development of research programs, and 
evaluates the results of research p.«>grmus annually. 
j. Administers c:aninuing education programs, including short courses delivered on or 
off the NPS campus. 
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k. Oversees coordination and arrangements for conferences, symposia, workshops, and 
other meetings at the School. Supervises thesis processing for printing and distribution 
of theses. 
1. Supervises the staff in the Research Office. 
m. Prepares and submits budget, manpower, and facilities requirements for assigned areas of 
respoDSJbility in accordance with the Plamllng. Programming, and Budgeting Systems 
(PPBS) procedures. 
The Dean of Research is appointed by the Supcrintcndent OD the recommendation of the 
Provost/Academic Dean for a specific term not to exceed three years. 
Dean of Computer and Information Seryioes. The Dean of Computer and lDformation Services plans 
and manages the computing and information services at the School. Under the Academic Dean, the 
Dean of Computer and Information Services: 
a. Directs School plamring for computing and prepares the annual Naval Postgraduate School 
budget for ADP. 
b. Supervises the Director of Computing Services, the Director of lnformation Services, and 
the ADP Security Officer. 
c. Administers the Insti~on's Life Cycle Management Program for computing equipment. 
d. Serves as a position manager and a resource manager for all codes 1.Dlder the Dean of 
Computer and Information Services. 
e. Prepares and submits budget, maopower, and facilities requirements for assigned areas of 
responsibility in acc:ordance with the Planning, Progiamming, and Budgeting Systems 
(PPBS) procedures. 
The Dean of Canputcr and Information Services is appointed by the Superintc:ndent on the 
reco••n•'=Clatioo of the Provost/Academic Dean for a specific term not to exceed three years. 
Associate !)ens .Asvciate Deans arc members of the 1iculty cbosc:n to assist the Provost and Deans 
in the perfmmance of their duties. Associate Deans arc appointed to a specific half-time term (not 
to exceed three years) by the Provost. upcm n:cc1111111enciation of the appropriate Dean. 
Ch!irm!l!! of Academic Dq!ar1ments apd Intentip;ipJjpr Gro!Jl>S. Tbc Chairman of an Academic 
Department or Group plans and administers the educational. persanncl, and financial activities of 
his/her rcspcctive Depanmc:ot/Group. The respansibilitics of the Chairmen include: 
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a Organizing and supervising their Departments/Groups to carry out the educational 
policies of the School and to aa:omplish the objectives of the various curricula. 
b. Plazmiog and supervising 1 csem cb programs in their Departments/Groups to support the 
mission of the School, and coordinating these with the appropriate academic Deans. 
c. Plamring the academic program (in coordination witb the academic deans) for their 
Departments/Groups. 
d. Representing their Departments/Groups in academic and administrative matters. 
e. Recruiting qualified academic personnel for their Depmtweuts/Groups, withln authorized 
allowances, and recommending their appointment to the Dean of Faculty or the 
Provost/Academic Dean. 
f. Recam • uding faculty for promotion, tenure, and merit pay raises to the Provost \'ia the 
Dean of Faculty in accordance with established procedures. 
g. Providing professional evaluation of academic personnel and performance ratings of 
Civil Service personnel assigned to their Departments/Groups. (In this sense, they are 
.. supervisors" as the term is used in Civil Service matters.) 
h. Guiding course development and the preparation and maintenance of a journal for each 
Department/Group course that is taught. Coordinating and submitting to.1book 
requjrcments for their Departments/Groups. 
1. Evaluating instruction of their Department/Group courses to insure that they are 
presented effectively and in accordance with the approved syllabi, coordinating 
Department/Group grading practices, and ensuring that grades for each student are 
submitted to the Registrar within prescnbed time limits. 
J. Maintaining familiarity with related activities at civilian educational institutions and 
technical and indusbial organizations, so that curricula and courses are kept abreast of 
educational and technical advances. 
k. Submitting budget estim11tec; for their Departments/Groups to the Dean of Faculty or the 
Provost/Academic Dean; developing plans to procure equipment for their Depart-
ments/Groups, including laboratori~ and administering the maintenance and custody 
thereof 
1. Controlling the safe operati011, development, and security of the spaces of their 
Dcpa11mcnts/Groups and of all macbin=y, equipment, and materials therein. 
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m. Developing and implementing personnel development programs for personnel in their 
Departments/Groups. Establishing and overseeing a mentoring program for faculty. 
Establishing and monitoring a program to ensure that their faculty remain current on 
Navy technology and procedures. 
n. Designating Associate Chairmen to assist with Department/Group administrative duties. 
o. Working with the Curricular Offices in maintaining liaison with sponsors, developing 
new programs, and in the sponsor evaluation and modification of programs. 
The Chairmen of Academic Departments and Groups are appointed by the Superintendent upon 
the reconunendation of the Dean off acuity via the Provost/Academic Dean for specific terms not 
to exceed three years. The CbaDmen are under the operational and supervisory authority of the Dean 
of Faculty. 
The Faculty. The Faculty are members of the sta1f. military and civilian. engaged in teaching, the 
supervision of laboratory periods, research, supervision of theses, and other academic duties. They 
are assigned to specific academic Departments'Groups and their responsibilities, mider the cognizant 
Department/Group Chairman. include: 
a. Teaching effectively the courses assigned to them in accordance with the approved syllabus 
for the course. 
b. Maintaining a course joumal in the Department/Group files for each course taught. 
c. Directing and supervising student research activities. including theses. 
d. Performing assigned adminisuative tasks. 
e. Recommending beneficial changes to curricula and courses and to laboratory develop-· 
ment. 
f. Submitting grades to 1he Registrar 81 the end of each quarter. as specified by procedmes 
promulgated by the Dean of Instruction. 
g. Keeping their Depanment Chairman informed of their professional activities. 
h. Maintaining professional proficiency by a progrmn of personal scholarly activity, by 
participation in tcc:lmical societies and meetings. and by outside contacts. 
i Keeping themselves cognjzant of the special needs of the Navy in advanced education 
and in the areas of their professional specialties. 
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j . Training staff assigned to them so that the staff can most effectively aid the School's 
education program. 
k. Attending official functions as required. 
Some faculty members bold dual appointments. In such cases, one of the Department/Group 
Chainncn is~ the primary respoosibility for supervisory tasks such as mentoring and making 
recommendations for pay raises and promotion. 
Curricular Officers/ Academic Associates. The Curricular Officer/ Academic Associate team is an 
organizational entity unique to the Postgraduate School. The team is responsible for developing, 
maintaining, and updating curricula to accommodate the needs and academic requirements of the 
Navy and the Department of Defense. 
A naval officer of suitable experience and rank is assigned as the Curricular Officer, serving as 
the executive director of the office. One or more assistant curricular officers may also be assigned 
to a Curricular Office and responsibility for a curriculum may be delegated to an assistant. 
A civilian member of the faculty thoroughly familiar with the Naval Postgraduate School, the 
Navy, and DOD is assigned part-time duty as the Academic Associate. Where the Curricular Office 
supports multiple curricula. more than one Academic Associate may be appointed and assigned 
responsibility for specific curricula. 
The Curricular Officers are respODSible to the Dean of Students/Director of Programs for the 
overall operation of their respective Curricular Offices. The-Academic Associates are responsible 
to the Dean of Instruction, through their Department or Group Cbainnen. for the integrity of the 
academic featw"Cs of the Curricular Office operation. As a consequence of this arrangement, the 
Cmricular Officers and Academic Associates are close associates and their relationship should 
develop accordingJy. 
Academic Associates are appointed to this duty by the Provost/Academic Dean, on the 
recommendation of the Dean of Instruc:tion and the Dean of Students/Director of Programs, for 
specific terms not in excess of three years. The budgeted time allotled to perform the duties of 
Academic Associate are determined by the Dean of Instruction. 
General responstbilities associated with the Curricular Offices are as defined herein. Specific 
respons1bilities of the iDdividuals are covered in eithe:r Naval Postgraduate School .Instructions or 
policy directives. Their gcoeral responsibilities follow: 
a. Curriculmn Sponsor Liaison. The Curricular Officer/Academic Associate team works 
with subspecialty sponsors and c:onsultants to define pertinCDt Navy needs, including 
professional objectives; to delineate projected utilization ofprogiam graduates~ and to 
consult with Depar1ment/Group Cbailmen and fac:ulty to. propose useful cour5es and 
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curricula These plans and projections consider the impact of developing technology, 
evolving bodies of knowledge, and changing mission of the Navy. They are prepared, 
reviewed, and updated dwing sponsor reviews of curricula. 
b. Curriculum Pevelgpment and Management. 
( l) The Curricular Ofliccr/ AC81ienUc Associate team, worlcing with the faculty and staff 
of the Naval Postgraduate School. develops and maintains a statement of profes-
sicmal objectives for each curricular program under their purview. Consistent with 
these objectives, they establish and keep current appropriate standard curricula 
Ensuring that the curriculmn meets the professional needs of the Navy rests 
primarily with the Curricular Officer. Ensuring that each student's curriculmn meets 
curriculmn degree requirements and that the selection and sequence of courses are 
in accordance with Depanment/Group or degree requiremc:nts rests primarily v.ith 
the Academic Associate. 
(2) The Curricular Ofliccr/Academic Associate team develops and maintains procedures 
for effectively monitoring programs for their continuing adherence to professional 
ml academic requirrmenls. These procedures may be partially standardized for all 
progi ilD:i. The Curricular Officer holds primacy responsibility for collaborating v.ith 
the Naval Postgraduate School staft sponsors, and OPNA V and for adapting general 
procedures to meet the particular needs of individual programs. The Academic 
Associate is respansable for maintairring liaison with academic Departments/Groups, 
s!Sh!injng the relevance of curta1l a>orse content, and fostering faculty participation 
in the development of useful new courses and programs. 
(3) In the development of new curricula or major revision of existing ones, the 
Curricular Of6cer/Acadczmc Associate team includes each concerned academic 
Department or Group in the deliberations leading to formulating each proposal. 
( 4) Bolh 1be CurricuJar 01licc::r and Academic Associate are knowledgeable with respect 
to 'inmsfer:ficld" programs, i.e., other graduate programs apptupliately related to 
1hoseund="tbe:irpui'Yiew. lhey should also be familiar with Navy-related programs 
offered at civilian educational institutions which might be effectively utilized by 
sponsors. 
c. Supervision and Counseling of Stntlnrt.:. 
(1) The Curricular 01licer/Acac5emic Team reviews the records of all students assigned 
to their cmricula and, iD consultation with each student - and based cm his/her 
academic background - develops a program of study within the framewotk of the 
established c:urricu1a. SOJdmt academje progress is monitored and program changes 
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or intercurricular transfers made, when deemed necessary, within the 
limitations of curricular quotas, Navy Policies, and academic feasibility. 
Both members of this team are responsible for the overall quality of a 
student's progiam The Academic Ass:x:iale holds primary responsibility for 
evaluating the student's academic qualifications, based on academic 
Depanment/Group ~for pursuing a specific sequence of study. The 
Curricular Officer is responsible for ensuring that the program selections 
are in c:onsonance with Sponsor policies and needs. 
(2) Both members of the team counsel all students in the curricula under their purview. 
The Academic Associate is responsible for academic coun.celiug of the students. 
(3) The Curricular Officer, in accordance with prescribed policies and procedures, 
exercises supervision and direction of students assigned to histher office. He/she 
performs requisite administrative duties pertaining to these students, evaluaies their 
performance, and counsels them on pertinent military matters, as necessary. 
d Resource Management. 
(1) The Curricular Officer is responsible for managing the resources which directly 
support his/her office and for the preparation and submission of budget require-
ments. 
APPOINTMENTS ANO REAPPOINTMENTS 
OF PROVOST, DEANS, AND CHAIRMEN 
Appointment and Reapwintment of the Provost. If possi"'ble, the process leading to the appointment 
or reappointment of a Provost should begin approximately eighteen months prior to 1he end of the 
incumbcnt's term to allow for the lengthy search, screening, review, and approval phases that may 
be required. 
If a new Provost is to be appointed, the Superintendent should appoint a committee to assist in 
the search and screallng processes. The F acuity Council should be asked to provide a list of 
nominees to be included cn 1his c::ouuuittee. The commiaee should establish a mechmism to provide 
an oppa11mity for the faculty to evaluate and comment on those candidates who are to be considered 
seriously for the appointment. 
If the reappointment of the incumbent Provost is to be CODSidered, the Superintendent should 
establish a mechanism to obtain a broad sampling of facu1ty input to the decision. 
AJmointment and Rea11egintuaent of Deans. The process of selecting a new Dean or of reappointing 
an incumbe:ut shall begin as early as possi"'ble, preferably one year prior to the expiration of the 
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incumbent's tam. A committee shall be constituted to facilitate input to the decision process, to 
commlDlicate that input in writicg and in oral discussions to the Superintendent and the Provost, and 
to provide such dber assistance as the Superintendent and the Provost may request This committee 
shall consist of at least five faculty members. of whom at most one is a Department/Group chair. 
appointed by the Provost in consultation with the Executive Board of the Faculty Council. Any 
faculty member shall be free to discuss candidates with any member of the committee. 
If a new Dean is to be selected. the committee shall assist in the search for and in the evaluation 
of candidates. :Input :from the faculty shall be solicited and reported to the Superintendent and the 
Provost. Jf 1he iappuinlmeut of the incmnbcnt Dean is to be considered, the committee shall solicit 
and report input :from the faculty. 
This process sbaD be used in coanection with the appoUitmeot of anyone other than the Academic 
Dean. wbetbc-full-1ime or part-time. who has the title of Dean and who exercises responsibility and 
autb9ricy for such academic matters as instruction. research. and faculty personnel decisions. It need 
not be used in appoinlments of Associate Deans who have no such decision-making authority. (The 
Director of .Programs/Dean of Students, as a military officer, is selected by the Superintendent 
through a sc:parate nomination process conducted by the Navy Bureau of Personnel.) 
Appointment and Rg,ppnintmmt of Chairmen. Where.ver p0SS1ole, appointment and reappoinunent 
decisions should be made on the recommendation of a c:onse:nsus of the tenured and tenure-track 
members oftbe Depabneut or Group. The process should begin. not later than one year prior to the 
tcnninatian of the c:unan appointment. with a meeting between the current Chairman and the Dean 
of Faculty to assess the Challman's and the Administration's desires on reappointment. The 
Departmenl!Group faculty should be advised beforehand of this meeting and invited to submit 
comments to the Dean of Faculty. During this meeting. it would be appropriate for the Dean of 
Faculty to review the goals of the Department or Group with the Chairman, to assess the 
performance of the Chairman in achieving those goals, and to establish a dialogue on emerging 
directions for the Department/Group. 
If the current Chairman desires reappointment. the Dean of Faculty should then gather 
information iom all 1be Department/Group faculty. The Depar1mcnt/Group faculty will determine 
the most app1up1 iate procedure to insure frank and candid input For example, some faculty may 
prefer to supply their comments to :fcllow faculty members. while others may prefer to interact 
-directly wilh dle Dean of Faculty. The Dean may wish to appoint a committee to collect and 
summarize &culty comments. The Cbainnan should have ample oppommjty to discuss the general 
finctinp of bi.We" evaluation by the faculty with the Dean ofF acuity prior to a final reappointment 
decision by the Administration. 
If a new a.irmaD is 10 be appajntc.d, lbe search should begin sufficic:ntly early to provide ample 
time to review candidates. At the beginning of the process, appropriate administrative officials 
should meet with the Department/Group faculty to discuss desired qualifications in 1he canctidates 
and elrmc:als of 1bc sc:an::h and appointment process. The search process Should be clearly 
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understood by all. The primary respODSil>ility for the search process should reside with the tenured 
and tenure-track faculty of the Department/Group. They should have an oppornmity to hold 
iodividual or group discussions with the candidates, to review the candidates' resumes and submit 
evalualions, aod to discuss the candidates as a group to establish a Department/Group consensus if 
possible. Recommendations by a Department/Group for a Chairman appointment should include a 
statement about the faculty's consensus. if one exists. 1f a Department/Group Search Committee is 
appointed to facilitate the search process, its recommendations should follow those stated by the 
Department/Group as a whole. Recommendations by a Department/Group for a Chairman 
appointment which are not acc:cptable to the administration should be discussed with both panics 
present before an alternative appointment is made. 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
BOARDS AND COUNCILS 
A description of some of the boards and cotmcils of the Naval Postgraduate School that a1f ect 
the Faculty follows (in alphabetical order): 
Academic Council. lbe:ftmctions of the Academic Co1U1cil include establishing scholastic standards 
(as detailed in the ~demic Council Policy Manual), c:ousidering all new curricula and major 
revisions to existing curricula submitted for approval, c:ousid~g for approval all new courses and 
significant changes in course descriptions, and evaluating all candidates submitted for award of 
degrees. No curriculum shall be given degree credit nor any degree candidate awarded a degree 
UDless rcrommended by the Council. 
The Academic Council is composed of the Academic Dean as Chairman, the Dean of 
Students/Director of Programs, the Dean of Faculty, ChaUman of the Faculty Scholarship 
Ccmmittee, a representative :from each of the academic Departments and Groups, and the Dean of 
lnstnx:tion (as &a:utive Sccrdary). The 1ep1eseutative from each academic Department/Group will 
be a member (not the Chairman) of the Department/Group elected by the Department/Group 
members, subject to approval by the Cbainnan of the Department/Group. The Department/Group 
aJso elects 111 a1lema1e 1 queseutative, subject to the approval of the Cbainnan. Both 1 epresentativcs 
and aJtemates serve concmre:nt three-year terms. Terms are staggered so that approximately one-
third of the elecled membership rotate each year. AD elected leplcseutative is not eligible to serve 
two suecessive terms. One member is a student representative chosen as prescribed by the Officer 
Student Advisory Committee. 
The n:quiJWJWlS fir 1be various dcgRes offered and all written academic policies are descnl>ed 
in the Policy Manual af the Acadeallc Council. (A copy is available in each Depa11meDt/Group 
office.) 
Computing Adyisory Board. The Computing Advisory Board advises the Dean of Computer and 
Information Services on appiopriaJe School policies in this area; develops a Five Year Campus-
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Wide Plan for Computing and Information Services~ and proposes hardware and software 
acquisitions, modifications, and surveys. Members of the Computing Advisory Board are selected 
fi't:m among those OD campus who are experienced and broadly knowledgeable in computing. The 
Dean of Computer mid Infcrmaticm Services appoints the chairman of the Computer Advisory Board. 
Comouter Users Council. The Council provides a forum to identify and discuss issues affecting users, 
proposes perfmmance standards and receives reports on performance. provides user input to the 
Five-Year Plan for Computing and Information Services, recommends policy, and interacts with 
Computer Advisory Board to provide user perspectives. The Council includes representatives of 
each academic Department and Group, as well as the Student Council, the Registrar, the Defense 
Manpower Data Center, Computer Services, and Information Services. The Coimcil operates 
through an elected chairman and has an executive board consisting of two elected members, the 
Director of Computer Services, the Director of Information Services, and a representative of the 
Officer Student Advisory Committee. 
Dean's Promotion Council <DPC). This body evaluates and recommends candidates for promotion 
and award of tenure. It consists of the Provost/Academic Dean as Chair, the Dean of Faculty, the 
Dean of Research, the Dean of Instruction. the Dean of Students/Director of Programs, and the 
Faculty Chainnan (as an observer). 
Depanmegtal/Group Evaluation Committee <DEC). This faculty committee, appointed by the 
Department/Group Chairman. makes an objective evaluation of the credentials of a given candidate 
for promotion and/or tenure to the respective Department/Group faculty and Chairman. The DEC 
must be composed of al least three faculty, ooe of whom must be a representative from a Department 
or Group not containing the candidate, and aJl of whom must be of rank higher than that of a 
candidate for promotion, or all of whom must be tenm'ed for a candidate for tenure. Jn the case of 
candidates with joint appoinbnents, it may be appropriate to have a jointly constituted DEC. or, 
altc::matively. ~t DEC's may be formed to represent the separate viewpoints. 
Dmartment/Group Faculty Promotion COUbcil <DFPC). This Council participates in the promotion 
and tenure cases at the Department/Group level It consists of all members of the faculty of the 
respective Department or Group considering a candidate for promotion or tenure who have rank 
bigber1bao lbataf a cmctidatefarprcmoticm, crwbo are tenured in the case of a candidate for tenure. 
The DFPC will have access to the full confidential dossier on the candidate as considered by the 
DEC, including aJl e:x'lerDal appraisal leucrs. The DFPC meets as a body to discuss the case and 
makes a vote on the case. The Chairman reports the results of this vote to the Faculty Promotion 
Council . . 
Faculty Coupcil and Qmppittees.' The Faculty Council and Committees funCtion in an advisory 
capacity to the Provost. the Dean of Stude:nts.IDire of Progaams, the Director of Military 
Operations, and the ac,ademic Deans in administrative or academic matters involving policy, 
regu1atiaDs. procc:durcs, er «her concerns dcc:med worthy of attcotion by the F acuity Council or the 
wgnizant cammittee. The composition of the Faculty Council and Committees is prescnDed by the 
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By-Laws of the Faculty, in Appendix C of this Handbook. Matters meriting attention are normally 
submitted to these officials by the cognizant representative. 
Faculty Executive Board This board (consisting of the Faculty Chairman, the F acuity Secretary, and 
four clectcd members 1iom the Facul1y Council) establishes the agenda for Faculty Council meetings, 
is cognizant of the activities of all Faculty committees, and deals with matters relating to the 
professional status of the Faculty as a group. The Faculty Executive Board may, on occasion, 
approach the Superintendent and/or the Provost directly. 
F acuity Promotion Council CfPC). Before a faculty member is recommended for promotion or 
tenure, this council performs a review of the candidate's professional qualifications. This council 
consists of the members of the Dean's Promotion Council augmented by the Chairmen of the 
Departments and Groups, the Director ofDRMI, the Faculty Chairman, and the Chairman of the 
Faculty Professional Practices Committee (as an observer). 
Infonnation Resomccs Management Executive Board CIRMEBl. This board establishes NPS 
computing and information resources policies and goals, annually approves the NPS Strategic Plan 
and the Resource Requirrme:Dts Plan for IRM, recommends ADP POM issues for the NPS 
submission, approves the NPS ADP budget, and is the approval authority for all Life Cycle 
Management Milo1anes for ADP equipment. The Boardmrmbersbip is the same as the Long Range 
Plam:Ung Board, with the Provost serving as Chairman. 
Llbrarv Council. The Libnuy Council is mandated a) to study library requirements in light of 
academic progiams and advise the Dean of Computer and Information Services on matters of general 
hbrary policy, the development of hlnry resources, and integration of the hbrary program into other 
acadc:mic activities and b) to provide a liaison between the faculty, their Departments/Groups, and 
the library. The Llbrmy Council consists of one representative chosen from each academic 
Department/Group~ one student representative from the Student Council, and the Librarian, who 
serves as ID ex-officio member. The Dean of Computer and Information Services serves as the 
Chair. The Associate Librarian and the library Division Heads meet with the Council and serve as 
consultants. 
Long Range Planning Board a.RPBl. This Board ensures opttmum use of resources by NPS 
including facilities, personnel, labor activities, support. ADP programs, and recommendations for 
a I 0-year forecast Its purpose is to formulare the basis for Program Objectives Memorandum 
(POM) submissicm. Future Year Dc:fc:me Plan (FYDP), Military Cons1ruction (MILCON), and other 
claimancy resourcing requiR::ments associated with the Planning, Prognrmming, and Budgeting 
System (PPBS). Working lVOUPS eonsisring of faculty. Depanment/Group Cbainnen, Cmricular 
OJlicers, and military operations pei sowel will be utiliz.ed as required to examine detailed working 
pllm. Membc:rsbip cc.mists of the Directer afResource Management. the Dean of Students/Director 
of'Progxaws, the Director ofMilitmy Operations, the Dean of Computer and Information Services, 
the Dean of Instruction. the Dean of Faculty, and the Dean of Research. The Supcrintc::adent's 
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Executive ~t serves as the recorder. Plans are submitted to the Provost for review and to the 
Superintendent for approval. 
Officer Student Advisozy Committee. The Officer Student Advisory Committee :functions in an 
advisory capacity through the Dean of Students/Director of Programs in matters invol\'ing cmricula. 
facilities, procedures, and policy deaned worthy of attention by the Officer Student Advisory 
Caamittee or the Dean of Students/Director of Programs. It selects representatives to serve on the 
Faculty Council, the Computer User's Council, and the Academic Council. The composition of the 
Officer Studc:at Advisory Committee is prescribed by the By-Laws of the Officer Student Advisory 
Committee of the Naval Postgraduate School 
Research Advisory Panel. The Panel reviews research policies and procedures and provides 
recommendations and guidance regarding the School's overall research programs. The Research 
Advisory Panel coasists of the Dean ofResearc:h. the Associate Dean of Research. a Faculty Council 
Reprcsemative, and nine faculty members appointed by the Provost, normally for three-year terms. 
The Dean of Research chairs the Panel. 
Space Allocation Cnmznjttee. This committee assigns space resoun::es (e.g .• offices. laboratory 
rooms, etc.) to the Departments, Groups, CurricullDD Offices, and other activities on the NPS 
campus. Its membership consists of representatives of the Dean of Studc:nts/Director of Programs, 
the Director of Military Operations, the Dean of Computer and Information Services, the Dean of 
Instruction, and the Dean of Faculty, as well as the Public Works Officer (ex officio). It reports to 
the Long Range Planning Board (l..RPB) which approves the membership (as nominated by the 
respective offices) and which adjudicates space allocations that do not receive the coosensus 
approval of those affected by the allocation. 
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SECTION rl - SCHOOL POLICIES 
The Faculty of the Naval Postgraduate School opc:rate under a pc:rsmmel managrmc:nt 
policy established by the Secretmy of the Navy. This Policy Regarding Appointment. Promotion, 
Salary and Temmt of Office of the Civilian Memben of the FtlClllty is cantained in Appc::ndix A 
The cum:nt faculty salmy schedule is found in Appendix B. 
lbasc maDcrs coVCRd by the: policy in Appendix A will not be duplicated in Ibis section. 
Amplificatioa of subjects will occur as necess my. 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
It is the policy of the Naval Postgraduate School that all persons are offered equal 
cmploymmt oppcnmity far cmploym:n1, ~and 1reat:meDt regardless of race, color. sex, 
religion. national origin, age, or handicapping c:onditioa. EEO is promoted through a continuing 
A1linmlive Adion Progaam in all situations whcR minorities, women. mi handicapped individuals 
areundcr-reprcsmtcd crundc:r-1uilm:d This includes a work e:nvisomnent he ivm discrimination 
in both policy md pnctice, equal oppcxtunity fer ldvancemc:nt to ID iDdMduaJ's maximum potential, 
and fair md impartial m'icw of complaints of disc:riminaliOD. It also includes a work fon:e free fr!llD 
sexual harassment by supervisors. colleagues, or subordinates. 
Wl1hin.Jbe iamewmk of the EEO program tbe:R are two major divisicms. The Disc:rimina-
lim Complaints Division process handles the pro"'C5sing of discriminalion complaints. Complain-
ants, tbeirreprescutatives or wi1Desses, EEO Counselors. and EEO program oflicials are free ivm 
rcsttaiDt. mtafercnce, coercion, discrimination, or reprisal al any stage during 1he prescntatioa and 
procasing of a discrimination complaint. or any time lbereafter. The Affirmative Actim Division 
ccmsists of Special Emphasis progaams. The progaams include the Federal Women's Progaam, the 
Handicapped/Disabled Vc:tenms Program. 1he Hispanic Employment program. the Black 
Employment program. and the Asian American/Pacific Islander/Native American Indian Progiam. 
The major goal of these programs is to identify and remove barriers in the cmplO)'DleDt. advance-
mmt. mu:l retcnlion of that particular emphasis area. 
Faculty md c:bainncn are the key to" an c:ff'ec:bve pn>g1 am. Active participation in meeting 
established EEO goals IDd objectives will ensure Equal Employmc:nt ~ al NPS to 
u1timatdy achieve a balanced wmkfon::e. 
EEO respclllSIDility is aae of the factors considaed in lllDUll perfonnance ratings and in 
c:onsideration for awmds. Criteria for advanccmc:nt within managc:ment and supervisory positions 
shall include drmcmslratcd pc:rformm:e in nw:ting EEO objectives. NA VPGSCOLINST 12720 
(series) provides additional guidance. 
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The Superintendent is the Equal Employment Officer of the School. Further information 
about the program is available from the Equal Employment Opportunity Office. 
CML SERVICE STATUS OF CMUAN FACULTY 
A brief stetemcnt of the Civil Service status of the faculty is given in Appendix A. page 1, 
seclion 2. The phrase "Excepted Employee" is sometimes used when referring to the Civil-Service 
status of faculty members . This phrase meam lbat, under aulborities granted by the Office of 
Personnel Management. appointments may be made in the interest of good Civil Service 
administration wbenew:r the duties or compc:nsation of the position are such. or qualified persons 
are so rare, that the positicn cmmot be filled through opc:n competitive c:xaminatico. 
The Federal Personnel Manual, Chapter 213, provides lbe rules and regulations 
es1ablishing the Excepted Sc:rvice. Appendix C to Chapter 213 specifically assigns the faculty of the 
Naval Postgraduate School to Schedule A of the Excepted Service. Scbedule A is defined as 
positions other than those of a confidential or policy-delamining character for which it is 
impracticable to examine. Civil service provisions which pertain to such matters as veteran 
preference, performance ratings, annual and sick leave, health bendits. retirement and insurance 
benefits apply to permanent civilian members of the faculty. 
In summary, the civilian members of the faculty are employed as civilian employees of the 
Department of the Navy in the .. Excepted Service"; they are subject to the Civil Service laws. 
regulations. and directives applicable to all Navy Civilian Personnel. unless specifically exempted 
theie:from. 
TENURE-TRACK FACULTY 
Faculty APJ?Oin1ments. Faculty appointments for mitmured faculty are made for a specified urm. 
The maicimum kngth of servi« is the cumul~ lcngtb of terms spent in a particular grade at NPS. 
Tenured faculty serve without term and witboul lcnglh of service. 
Faculty appointmmts are normally for a ten-month rerfemic year. The two-month 
mtcnessicn period can be used far a variety of ICtivities including reimbursable research. classroom 
iDstruc:tion wbco requested by the Depanment/Group Cbainmn. reimbursable short-course 
inslructioD. NPS adnrinisttative aclivities. or 1em: without pay. 
Initial appointments of tcnure-Ulclc facu11;Y will be in an Academic nmk and step 
detamined by the Superintmdmt upon remmmcadatian by the Provost mi Dean afFacuhy. 
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The initial appointment for lnslructors. Assistant Professors. md Associate Professors is 
muaDy fir a period of three years. The .initial )'e8J' is a probationmy period for all Federal employees. 
At the end of the second year of the initial period, IDd annually thaaft.er until a tenure decision is 
made, an evaluation of the facul1y member's work is performed following the Depanment/Group 
faculty proccdurcs .toptcd for J'eCQ!•111i.i:nd.ing one-year reappoin1mcnts or rc:commeuding 
notification of intcnlion not to reappojnt. The DepanmcntlGroup Chairman makes these 
recommendations in writing to the Dean of Faculty. Jn the event that a Chainmm rccommeuds 
notification of .intent not to reappoint for a tenure-1raek faculty member, written notice of the 
intcnlion will be givai md a final one-year appointment will be made. 
New fxulty appointed at the nmk of Professor may be considered far tenure at the time of 
initial appointment or at subsequent period as mutually agreed by 1he candidate, the Depart-
mmt/Group Chairman. and 1be Provost. If tenure at appointment is desired. the recruiting committee 
of the Depa1meU1 c:mipiles documentation demonstrating the candidate's productivity and letters of 
refcrmcc. The Cbainnan (or bislber dcsipc:e) presents the case for award of tenure to the Deans and 
ClJaits. FolJow.ing successful consideration of the cue, the offer letter may indicate that the candidate 
will be awarded tawre afterccmpldiCD of the mandatory one-year govc:mme:at probationary period. 
pending certification of continued productivity at NPS during that initial period by the Depart-
ment/Group Chairman. 
Promotions and Award of Tenure 
A. Regular Procedures 
I. On rare occ:asiCDS, a faculty member may be considered for tenure earlier than the sixth 
)'e8J' of ac:c:eptcd prior service plus tenure-track service at NPS \early tc:nme"). Such 
coasidc:ralic:m far early tenure may be brought forward to the Faculty PromotiCD Council 
only with the specific: prior appnMl of the Academic: Dean. An individual may be 
considered for tenure by the Faculty Promotion Council only once. A negative 
conclusion of an early tenure case will result .in notification of nom cappointmcnt 
wi1hout lll'J poss11>ility of a repeat review process. 
2. Bcf<re a facaJty member is rco 111a1endcd for promotion in rank or award of tenure on 
the Naval Postgraduate Sc:bool faculty.~ is a review of professional qualifications 
by a Departmc:nt Evaluation Committee (DEC). appointed by the Chainnan for this 
purpose. (The DEC consists of at least three faculty members who are senior to the 
candidate's c:um:nt positian; onc member must be &cm outside the candidate's 
Dcpanment/Group.) The DEC submits its report to the Department Faculty Promotion 
Counc:i1 (DFPC). The specific proc:ed1R for this colleaguHeview is at the discretion 
af'tbc individual Depanmcnt/Group, witbin policy guidelines provided amwally by the 
Dean ofF ac:ulty to ensure equitable treatment of all faculty. 
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3. The Dcpanment Facul~ Pramotian Council (DFPC) c:onvc:ncs to consider the case of 
each candidate within their purview and makes a rcccmmc:ndabcm on each case by 
s:cra ba1lal The Chlirmmmtbc~ may also vote in thc secret ballot 
The raults of thc secret ballot are advisoJy to tbc Chairman and must be included 
(akmg with my o M11111emsnam tbc DFPC discussim) in lbc Cbainmm's ra;.c ""'lw..ia-
tion OD each iDdiYiclual case. 
4. The DepanmmtlGroup Chlirmm ml1a a 1ea •••••!Miation 10 the Provost via tbc Dam 
af'Facuhy. This rm 4 iii!itiidatim is suppaned by appropriate documentation specified 
by thc Provost and will iDclude lhc wrium report of the candida!c's DEC. 
5. Annually during tbc wiDlcr quaner, lberc is a series of meetings of the Facul~ 
Promotion Council (FPC) 10 coasickr all reconmacvdations. The participants in thc 
meetings shall have received copies aftbc Dq>anment/Group DEC and Cbainnan's 
rec>• 1 anead•tfoas, as well as the cknzmentation for all candidates. At these meetings, 
a representative of 1be individual's Commiaee or the Department Cbainnan (at 1be 
discretim of the lana') answers my questions about the candidate's qualifications. After 
:full dismssicll. tbc participants in the meetings (with the exception af the ChairmlD af 
the Professional Practices Committee) individually make lbeir rm•1111otderiODS 
reprcting all candidates 10 the Academic Dean. 
6. The Academic Dean considers the rec11a11oewtations and tbea meets with the Facul~ 
Prtmotion Council (FPC) for further c:oasideratioas. The Superinlcade:at is invited to 
be present at these meetings Finally, thc recommendations of the Academic Dean are 
p'CSICDled to the Supcrintmdmt in the pesencc of tbc Deam Promotion Council (DPC). 
There may be cases in which a ~ member is denied pramoticm or tenure after 
having been positively l'CC'•1111emled by die~ of the Department/Group, by the 
Chairman. IDdlor by the FPC. Jn 1bal ~the Provost will meet with tbc lpproprialc 
faculty of 1bal Depar1meat or Group to discuss 1he reasons for deaial and to determine if 
fUnbcr' dch"bentiam are~ Tbeflcully member, collcagues IDdlar CbaiJman miy 
request the assistance of the Professional Pnclices Committee in appealing this adverse 
decisirn, if 1bey feel 1bal lbc decisiClll process was flawed Tbc Commiaee shall delennine 
wbdbersucb 811 appeal is justified and. if so. shall make rm•@amMas 101he Provost 
as to bow it should be pursued. 
There may be cases in wbic:h &culty memben have not been RlO •••mcMed or have beea 
no• 1U1M'U1oi ni:gativdy by lbeir DepalliiCDllGroup. Jn sudi cases, the Chairmm may forward 
the case with a positive rec> •onnidllian ac:ct1cliug 10 the n:gulm' procedure or the individual 
~ member (or co11eagues. with the manba's c:cment) may request 1bal the F~ 
PnBesicm' Pm::bces Committee c:msidcr the member's qualificatioas aod delenniae wbetba" 
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to ltO •mneud promoboo crtamre. Jf tbe Ccmmittce decides to recommend a candidate in such 
a case, it pursues the following procedures: 
1. The Professional Practices Committee prepares a n:commcndarion and supporting 
dmJIDCIDfatjon similar to those developed by the Department Chairman in tbe regular 
procedures. 
2. At the meetings where other candidates are considered, the Chaimlan of the Profes-
sional Practices Committee prae:nts the candidale for conside:ration and discussion. 
Thereafter, tbe altc:mate procedures arc the same as the regular procedures. 
C. Evaluation Criteria 
Faculty at NPS are judged in two general categories for Pay, Promotion and Tenure: I) 
internal mvice to NPS and 2) extc:rnaJ visibility which demonstrably enhances NPS's reputation 
in e::ithcr lhe ~c community or DoD (or both). T c:nure-track faculey at NPS are expected 
to be sttaag cxmtnbulors to high quality. relevant instruction mi to be active in their profession 
and service to DoD. Adequate pc:rformanc:e in these areas does not automatic:ally qualify an 
individual for merit increases, promotion, or tc:nurc. For example, doing ID adequate, even 
exemplmy,job of teaching 1000-3000 level courses and making only a minimal impact on the 
world outside NPS should not qualify a faculty member for adwncemcnt Impact on the outside 
waid CID be achieved in my area of faculty performance. including instruction. The quality and 
quantity of pc:rformanc:e above acc:cptable will detc:rmine the rare at which an individual 
progresses through the academic ranks. Promotion to Professor additionally requires that the 
person dcmonSlrates c:onsisteDt leadersbip in at least one ma of faculty activity and bas 
meritorious pc:rformance in both intcmal and external service. Further guidance on the 
eva1uati<m of the scbolarJy products of faculty arc found in the "Mano .. Report and tbe Report 
of 1he Cammittce on Nontraditional Productivity. Copies of these reports are distnbUled to new 
faculty at 1he::ir cricmatian session. Addilicmal copies are available from your Department/Group 
office. 
Judging an individual's qualifications for advanccmcnt should be on 1he basis ofhis.lher 
mcritoriom ped'cnnance. By lhis is meant pcrfcxmancc in both intcmal and extc:mal service that 
are worthy of note. Listed below arc same typic:al examples of iD1erna1 and exte:mal activities 
that indicate such meritorious pelfonnance. The implication is not that a pc:rsoo should pick 
.. one iaD column A and two iom column B" and get promoted, but that the sua:essful faculty 
member should be engaged in a significant amount of meritorious work. 
Internal Activities 
• demonstration of quality IDd fleaDility in instructing graduate-level and 
applic:ations-oric:n courses 
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• introducbcn of new maraial in curricula and devdopmcnt of new COID"SCS. panicularly 
special topics courses with DoD relevance 
• cl&M!opmc:ut er impJem:nration of creative teaching methods (such as computer-aided 
instnx:ticmal malcrials) to improve upon saudmt teaming dDciency 
• development of e:xtc:nsive insuucticmal material 
• lcadmbip in developing and/or rdining curricula 
• develOpme:nt of imlruclional laboratories. including specifying equipment and 
designing c.peaiweuls 
• savice as academic associalc. associale cbainnan, cblirman of a school-wide 
committee, de. 
• c:cmtnl>utians to interdisciplinary research projects 
• direction of high-quality rc:sem cb c:ff ons by dlCSis students 
• directiaD ofDoN-relcvant theses 
• IUIOring studc:nts who need remedial wort 
• teaching capstone courses in applied areas 
• teaching in operations oriented cmric:ula 
External Activities 
• c:reatioa af products of direct use to Navy operations. bolh share and sea-based 
• publicatiaD of rcscmc:h resum in refcrccd G'Cbival joumals and conferax:e pueeciings 
atarqularnte 
• savice in a professional society 1brougb elected aflices, cmmriace work. conferacc 
planning editorial wort. peerfproposal review, de. 
• participatian in fleet exercises 
• participalian in a Navy, mullilabcntory r c & c ll'c:h project 
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• publicaticm of a teXtboo1c 1bat receives acceptance extc:ma1 to NPS 
• offering on-campus and off-campus short courses to DoD pc::rsonnel 
• crcalioa of instructional malerial dW receives signjficant use outside NPS. (e.g., 
~ course nores, tcaching methodologies. etc.) 
• acting as a CODSU1tant for operational commands and other DoD organiz.ations 
• service in high nl positicm in DoD 
• publication of technical reports, either unclassified or classified. fil:m a DoD or non-
DaD research progiam (Fcr1bis wok to be a significant factor in promotion and tenure 
actions. timely cxtema1 peer review is essential.) 
• contributing chapters in research monographs 
• praic:ntatim of re:scarch n:sults to operational commands and other DoN orpnizations 
• participation in rcscarcb with operational units, laboratories, systems commands, and 
headquarters of the Navy and Marine Corps 
• scMcc toDoD by participation in workshops. on panels, advisory boards. and liaison 
with laboratories. 
NONTENURE-TRACK FACULTY 
As a ccmplcmmt to the tenurc-tnlck faculty. the nontenurc-1raek (or adjund) faculty increases 
insti1uticm 1lmbility IDd provides a means for responding to a diversity of programmatic needs that 
may be dif6c:ult to satislY in the slat tam wilhin lbe administtative parametc:rs of the regular faculty. 
AD 1nrtmure-track appointments are 1rmp02my and offers of employment explicitly state this 
fact Such appoiutmeuts may or may not be renewable depc:Dding upon conditions set fonh below. 
Iqms afmzpointmmt All ncmteaurc-tnck appointments are generally for cae year. renewable for 
additional ane-yar periods up to 1be maximum allowed length of service. AU eppointmcllls are 
contingent oa 1be availability of fimds. with a salmy dependc:nt Dll die work pedormcd and the 
qualificaticms of the incumbent 
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Titles for Nontenure-track Faculty. The following titles apply to nonlalure-track faculty. 
Lecturer- The lccturc:c title applies to junior faculty whose primmy duty is instruction. This is 
a tcmpaary positi<m and appoia1t•wrts generally expire al the end of the Summer quarter. The 
maximum length of service for lecturc:rs camlot c:xcced service during any portion of seven 
fiscal years. Military faculty not appointed to a professorial nmk will also receive the title of 
Lecturer. 
Senior l..ecbJrer. A Senior l..cdurcr is a nontenure-track appoinlment. The title is reserved for 
faculty with supcrl> msttuctiooal capabilities mi who possess speaalized knowledge relevant 
to NPS. It is generally reserved for individuals who have retired iam service on other 
positions and who do not entertain the need for tenure. This is a te:mpoiazy position and 
appoinlmeats generally expire at the end of the Summer quarter. There is no maximum length 
of service. 
Research Assistant Research Assistants are rescarcbers without a PhD or significant 
equivalent experience. The nonnal maximum length of service as a research Assistant is five 
years. c:xtcndahle to a maximum of seven years if the incumbent is enrolled in a PhD program 
alNPS. 
RCSIS'Ch A ssociatc The Research Associ8le title applies specifically to post-doc:toral fellows. 
A typical appointment is for a nw.imum of two years with an extension of one additional year 
pOSS1"ble in c:xccpticmal cases. 
Research Assistant Professor. Research Associate Professor. Research Professor. The 
Research~ Professor. Research Associate Professor, mi Research Professor positions 
are DODlenure-track appoiD1ments reserved for research faculty with a PhD or equivalent 
degree. or equivalent experience. Other than the fact that these arc DQDtcnure-track 
appointweuts, the ranks are equivalent to the tenure-trac:k professorial ranks. The maximum 
1c:ng1b of snice fer a R di Assistant Prafcssor is scvc:n years (with a one-year DOtification 
of ncmreappointmmt at the end of the sixlh year)~ the other two ranks do not have lcngtb-of-
scrvice limitalicms. All Research Faculty positions are explicitJy dependent on the availability 
af racarcb funds. 
Visitins lnslnJctor. Visiting Assistant Professor. VISiting Associate Professor. VJSiting 
Profmr. 1bcsc are sbart-tam ncm1mure-1rack positions. The maximum length of service for 
Visiting laslrucUI' is tbrcc )'m'S un1cs the incumbcm is pursuing a PbD degree at NPS. Jn the 
latter cue. this length of scrVicc far a Visiting lDslructar" may be exlCDded to a maximum 
length of service of seven years. The Visi1ing Professorial nmks U\'C a maximum lmgdi of 
scrvice cL sew:n :years (wilb a aoe-yar notification of DOiii eappointmeut al the end of 1he sixth 
year). Due to 1beir short-tam nature, piomotions are not clone for the VJSiting nmks. 
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Promotion. Faculty in DODtc:Dure-track positions can be promoted to higher nontenurc-irack ranks 
if tbc:ir CXIJln"bulions qualify them for such advancrm=t The process is descnl>cd in a later section. 
Reappojntmepl At the end of each year's appoinZmcu1. renewals of DODle:nure-1raclc faculty arc 
accomplished by a request from lhc Chai%man to the Dean of Faculty induding a st••=nait on the 
quality of pcrformancc, Dcpanmmt/Group needs, and availability of funding. In addition to annual 
n:newa1 requests. ped'ormance reviews by Department/Group commiaees are required every three 
}'al'S. lfthc Chairman decides to rcc:cwiuncnd taminatiOD of cmplO)'IDent based cm the quality of a 
faculty mc:=ba's performance, a six-month tc:rmmaJ appointment will be made. Shorter 
apJ"H11!11A1ts, if my, may be made if lhc termination of employment is based Qll Depanmcnt/Group 
needs or tbc unavailability of fimding. 
Recruitment All faculty hiring at NPS is by scJecbon of the best qualified pcrSClll from a pool of 
available applicants gmcrated by an open rcc:niibDCnt process. Research Assistanls and Rcscarcb 
Associates may be rcaui1ed through rec:rWting activities c:anicd out by tbc principal investigator of 
the research projccL Recruiting for all other positions requires tbc involvc:me:nt of the Depart-
ment's/Group's Recruiting committee. In addition., all recruiting requires the approval of the 
Depanmcnt or Group Chairman and must meet EEO policies and procedures. This applies to the 
movmx:nl of a faculty member from one nontcnure-track category to another or to the tenure track. 
Salarv Schedule and Eguivalent Rank. NPS faculty arc on Salary Schedule A for Excepted Civil 
Service employees. This schedule is set up around ranks with the title of Professor or Instructor. To 
avoid disrupting the linkage of ncmrmure-tradc faculty to this scbcdulc, NPS will qualify the position 
title with the statement, "with the equivalent nmk of Professor," for the purpose of 
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Nontenure-trad; Faculty Promotions. The procedures for promoticm for nontmure-track faculty is 
similar to dW for tcnure-ttac1c faculty. The Department forms a Depanmcnt Evaluation Committee 
(DEC) to objectively evaluate the candidate's documentation package. The evaluation is done to 
JDlldi the cmfiitate's wtR prafiJe. ~msuuction faculty me evaluated OD their iDtcma1 
mi cxtana1 iDSlructiao camn"'baliaas, as well as their service contn"butions to die School and. wbcft 
appiupiare. cxtaDa1 agcacies. Resardl faculty me evalUllted primarily cm the basis of their research 
caa1n"butiaas. 
The F~ PIOmotiaD Council for nontamre.uack promotions is a smaller version than for 
tenure-track faculty. This smaller FPC consim of die Dean of lnslructicm or Rc:sean:h (as 
appropriate). the Dean of Faculty. the Chairman oflbe candidate's Depaiment/Group, and the 
ClJairmm of two atbez-DcpanmmtslGroup (appointed by tbc Dean of Faculty). The CbairmaD i'am 
the candidate's Depanmcnt/Group acts as Chairman of this Pnmoticm Council. All Chairman. 
Deans, and the Faculty Chairman receive copies of the candidate's promotion packages. An may 
fcrward wriUm questions about any candidate to the Chaimum of the candidate's Promotion Council 
and may aamd meetings of the Promotion Council as nonvoting members. The Promoticm Council 
Chairman will provide copies of the wriuen questions and 'Writlen answers to the canmdate's 
Promoticm Council The Chairman of the Promotion Council iepons the final vote to the Provost. 
The rest of the process duplicaleS that of tcn~track faculty. 
MILITARY FACUL lY PROMOTIONS 
Miliwy faculty holding the PhD degree (or equivalent experience) may receive professorial 
nmJc wbm msigned to NPS and may be promated by the same procedures applied to civilian tc:nme· 
1raCk faculty. Military faculty without the PhD dep:e (or equivale:al cxpcrience) are assiped to the 
"Leclurcr" nmk. wlDch bis lbecquivalml nmJc of Assislant Professor. Since assignments to NPS are 
for periods of aoJy three yars. it is ualike1y that ID individual CID make saflicient contn"butions to 
wmranl pramation to Senior l..eclurer in that sbCl't period. In the exccptiCJDal case where a person's 
CCDlribUlico to the NPS insttuction program is sufficic:nt to WllTIDt such promotion. the procedure 
is the same as for civilian faculty. 
NOTIFICATION OF PROMOTION RESULTS 
TO FACULTY CANDIDATE 
The DcpanmentlGroup CbainDan sball ldvisc each facuJt;y candidate of the recommendalians 
dial the ChainDan paopcses to make to the Dem of Faculty :rqaadiog promolion IDD/ar leDure for 
1bal penan bc:furetbeCbainmmsubmitssuch reoi •iiiiimdatioas totbe Provost. NotilicatioD affinal 
dec:isicm by the Supcrintmdcnt will be made in writing by the Provost to all facuh¥ members wbo 
me pa• Wltr.d, ,,.med tenure. or awarded step increases in salary. Funbcr. if'tanzre is not awarded, 
written notification of 111 intention of nom eappoinlmCDt will be provided to the afrccted faculty 
m:mher. lf a Ollirman's reon11mendation for pramotion and/or award tenure is not approved in an 
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individual case, the reasons for such oonapproval will be communicated to the Chairman by the 
Provost and discussed by the CbaDman with the faculty member conccmed. 
PAY-STEP INCREASES 
Annually, the Dean of Faculty allocates an allotment of pay srcp points to each Depan-
mcnt/Group. The Chairman assigns these points to faculty members in recognition of meritorious 
pcrl'ormance during the preceding year. !be Chainnan may also request additional consideration for 
individulJ facuJt;y mcmbc:rs mm the PJovcst (via the Dean ofF acuity). The total points accumulated 
by an individual are used to determine bislber merit pay Slep increase for the year. In the case that 
fi'acticms of a Sk:p remain after full step increases are awarded, the &action is carried forward to the 
following year. The Academic Dean makes final recommmdations to the Superintc:ndent. 
MENTORING 
A mentoring program has been established as part of the faculty development effort at NPS. 
Each faculty member who bas not reached the highest rank of 1hc:ir respective 1enme-tnck or 
nontenure-track ladder is to be mentored by a Faculty Mentoring c:ammntee. This committee is 
appointed by the Department CbaUman in coosultation with the faculty member. This mc:ntoring 
committee is charged with performing a cantinuing review of all aspects of the faculty member's 
pafonmmcc (including inslructiCJD, scholarly activity, service activities, etc.) The committee is 
expected to evaluate the quality of the faculty member's products and to c:amparc 1he faculty 
member's prodw:tivity with that expected fi"om a successful faculty member of the same rank. 
Annually. tbc Mentoring axmnittce provides the candidate with a wrinen evaluation (with a copy 
provided to the Department Chairman and the Dean of Faculty). Informal f=lback should also be 
provided to the candidate at other times, as appropiiate. 
NON-CITIZEN FACULTY MEMBERS 
Use af nmH:itizen faculty members provides oppc:ntwities for the employmc::nt of high quality 
prafessiooa1s. often in areas d natiaaa1 sbarlagc. It is prudent. however, to establish policy to control 
the ovcnll levels of nm-citizen faculty members. The following guidelines apply: 
A. Imun;d faculty. N<m<itizms of the United Stales may not be granted tenure at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. Non-citizm faculty who reach the tmure dccisioo point will be 
judged for tmure at the narma1 time. If the dccisicm is positive to grant tenure. the 
iDdividua1 will ccmtiDue an a ycar~ appointment until either a) citizenship is granted. 
upan wbic:h occum:ncetamrewill be grmdCd. er b) citizembip is denied or the individual 
decides not to apply for citiz.enshjp, upon which occum:nce the individual will Dot be 
rappointed (with one year's notice). 
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B. Tenure-Track Faculty. The individual is expected to pursuccitizaiship diligc:Dlly and to 
acquire it at the earliest oppor11mit)t. F ailurc to do so is grounds for nonreappointmcnt after 
the usual notification period. 
C. Nonrenure-IracJc Teaching Faculty. Within each Depanmcnt!Group. the number of non-
c:itizm teaching faculty who arc not on 1be tenure-track will be controlled so that no more 
than I OOA of the teachjng budget is allocated for their services. 
D. Nontenure-Track Research facuhy. Dcpanmeut/Group CbaUmen will msurc that no more 
1ban 300A of their Dcparlmmt/Group researdi Jaber is used OD employment of DOD-Citizens. 
E. Chairs. Noo-cibzmi pen.:cntagc controls do not apply. 
Visa Requirements. Non-citizen faculty arc required to have a visa to cover their period(s) of 
employment at lhe School AZJ impatmt consideration in applying for a visa is the time requjrement 
For example. an esrimar«I three months is Rqund to receive an H-1 visa. Bricfiy. the types of visas 
used at NPS arc: 
A &I yisa: far aliens of distinguished merit and ability coming to the U.S. to perform work 
requiring that level of ability: 
- For tewpmmy stays. issued for one year at a time. 
- Extensions may be possible for as long as 4 years. 
- Holder may apply far admission as a pcrmanmt resident while in the U.S. in H status. 
No intervening residency in the home countJy is required. 
- Visa-holder's pay is subject to Social Security tax withholdings. 
B. J-1 visa: for tempormy admittance as a participant in a foreign exchange program 
desiptai by the Inlrmalional Communications Ageat;tj. 
- Issued f« me )'Cir' (widl rmewals possa"ble far a total of three years) or for up to 1hn:e 
years. 
- Two year JeSidency in home COUDby JCqUired after a J-1 stay in the U.S. bc:forc 
applying far immigration. 
- Visa-holder's pay is DOt subject to Social Sc:curity tax withholdings. 
The Human Resources Office coardiDates the administntim of visas at the School. Further 
infmmatioo and appropriate fonns can be obtained fi'tm that office. 
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CHAIR PROFESSORSHIPS 
A limited number of Chair Professorships arc established at NPS for the purpose of attracting 
hish quality ecMmricims or pradilioncrs with 1hc ability to c:omributc significantly to the academic 
programs at NPS. Chairs are f~ positicms and, as such, exist only in the academic Depart-
ments/Groups. lncumbe:Dts are 8$Signcd 1be rank of Visiting Associate Professor or Visiting 
Proksu. as appraprialc. since lbc appoinlmellts arc of fixed duration. As with my faculty position. 
appoiDlmalt as a Chair Professor requires approval by the Dean of Faculty. Provost. and 
Supcrintmdmt. 
Eslablisbment of a Chair requires a formal agrecmmt between NPS and 811 c:xtrma1 sponsor. 
1h::se agicrments arc Mc:mcr.mda ofUndcrslaoding (MOU) between NPS and the sponsor m1tljning 
the purposes of the Chair, the duties of both parties and the duties of the cbairbolder. NA V-
PGSCOLINST 3900.3 (series) describes the policies and proccdurcs associated with Chair 
professorships. 
There are sevcraJ different funding arrangements for chairholdc:rs, but the most common for 
civilian faculty is the Intergovernmental Personnel At;t (IP A) agreement The Research Office 
handles preparation and routing of all MOU and IP A agreements for Chair Professorships. 
EMERITUS FACULTY 
Retired tenured faculty members can receive emeritus faculty status. The proper use will be as 
a suffix following the highest nmk achieved as an active faculty member (e.g., Professor cmc:ritus, 
Associate Professor emeritus). The conferring of emeritus Sla1US is in recognition of service to the 
Naval Postgraduate School and to its students. 
Eigibili!y. All tawred faculty autanarically receive emeritus status upon application after retirement 
Administrative Policies. The following administrative policies apply: 
Facilities. Emcriam faculty mcmhm are elip1>le to use the recreation facilities (pool. gym. Cle.), 
the bbnay, ca:nputing facilities. the bookstore, and the facilities of the Commissioned Officers 
and Faculty Club. 
ldeptificatjon Cards. Upon retirement, cmcri1us faculty will receive 811 identificaliClD card to 
~them use of the School's facilities. 
Security Clearance. Emeritus faculty wmtciDg as rdDred mmuitants actively engaged in teaching 
or sponsored research at NPS may be able to retain their security c1eanmces at NPS. 
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Faculty Membership. Emeritus faculty arc .. .Associate members" of the faculty with all of the 
privileges of regular membe:"S (primarily privileges of the floor and service on committees) but 
not the right to vote or to hold oflice. 
Research fnmosals. Emeritus faculty may file rcscm cb proposals 1hat support 1hc School's 
mission. These pi oposaJs will follow the usual procedures including obtaining the required 
approval signablrCs. 
Office Space. Secretarial Sppport. and Other Resources. When available. office space and 
resource support will be assigned to those emeritus faculty desiring it The allocation of 
resources to emeritus faculty members will be done by the Chairman of the person's Depart-
ment/Group. Priority will be given rdUred annuitants engaged in 1eaChing. with secondary 
priority to those engaged in sponsored rcscarcb. 
Benefits. Bmcfits (health insurance. life insunmcc, retirement mmuitics. etc.) for retired faculty 
members arc governed by Civil Service regulations and policies. Retired fac:ulty should c:oosult 
the Human Resources Office for more information. 
Mail. Emeritus faculty may receive official professional mail at their Depanmcnt/Group. 
Parkins. Emeritus faculty in a tcacbmg Slatus arc cliga'ble for a faculty paridng slicker. 
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
The faculty member is guided by the deep conviction of 1he wor1h and dignity of the 
advancement of knowledge. This mandates a personal respon51'bility to live up to fWl intellectual 
potelllial and to devdop a solid base of professional activities. Hclsbe RCOgnjzes that ID acaclanic 
career is a full-time job. 
~ a teacher. the professor has respom1'bilities to students to encourage their ftec pursuit of 
Jcaming. emphasizing a role as intcllectual guide and counsellor. The best scholarly standards must 
be mamtaincd. bearing in mind the School's educational mission and the officers' fUturc require-
ments. The professor ams the respect of students and of colleagues as regards bis/her teaching 
activities. both in and out of the c:1assroom. 
As a scbolar. lbc faculty member develops and 1111intains a Rputation among professional peers 
ourside the Sdlool 1brougb such accivities as publicaliaD. ccms11Jting, active participation in IClmed 
societies. inta¥1ion with other Navy ldivities. etc. The scbolar nmgnizes a respo1151'bility to 
c:omnbUlc actively to the body of knowledge mg 11Jqaessed by bisther field. 
As a member of the faculty. the professor bas 1bc obligalian to exercise good IC'daaic 
c:itizc:nsbip by full participation in the govemancc of the fac:uJty. including 1he acccptancc of 
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committee duties, eac. The faculty member also recogoil.es personal responsibilities to the 
~opcntico of the School by din:ct panjcipation and by adherc:ncc to SWed regulations. 
Finally, .s a member of the Naval Postgraduate Sc:bool and of tbc Navy CODJIDUDi1;y, the 
professcr has a special respcmsibility to insure tbat all professional activities IR consistent with the 
missian of the Navy. The faculty member is aware of lhc importance of graduate education to the 
Naval officer IDd is thus committed to achieving educational objectives usdi1l to the officer 
lbrougbout bis/her career. 
INTEGRITY OF RESEARCH 
Instances c:L ~ miscrmdix:t rq>ancd in the national press remind us that the maintenance 
of high standards in the conduct of research is the shared 1CSpODS1bility of Ill participants: the 
iavatigatcrs, the institutions, our pofcssicmal organizations, and the government At NPS we strive 
to ensure that good research practices are adhered to and that our reward system appropriately 
recognizesracach quality.integrity, and mentoring. AD faculty must work with vigor to rcdacethe 
occurTaJCC of practices tbat undermine the integrity of the research process and its results. 
Mi'iCCD'hx:t in r 1 rdl (such as fabricalian. falsificalion, and plagiarism) and questionable raemch 
practices (such as inappropiiate authorship or faulty dala handling) are not tolerated at NPS. We 
insist cm UUlbfW repmtiDg of results with enough 1barougbness that others are able to J qn oduce and 
build cm expeaimmts IDd that significan~ errors are correc:ted when recogn.izcd. Individual 
J arcbc:rs at NPS share a collec:bve respoDSlbility for ensuring integrey in NPS research. They are 
ecpcc:r.cd to take action when they become aware of inappropri11e research conduct and to support 
and protect those individuals who, in good conscience. report suspected misconduct in research. 
ON-CAMPUS ATTENDANCE 
It is n:cognizcd that faculty can perform many of their duties either on and off campus; for this 
TC8SOD work hours are flexible. Jn order to allow interaction with our students. however, faculty 
members are normally expcc:ted to be available on campus to students for discussions and advising. 
In addition, 1hey are expected to atlClld most Depar1mCDtlGroup meetings. meetings of assigned 
a111111ittt=s, and graduatico ceremanies. You must inform your Dcpartmmt/Group Chairmen of any 
significant amounts af tUne spent off<ampUS during normal working hours. 
ACADEMIC WORKLOAD 
The Ml-time academic workload cnc:omplSSCS many activities. These activities may include 
classroam iaslructiaa. laboratory iDslJUctiaD. preparation of course or 1aboratoly materials. thesis 
supervision, performance of research. cmriculmn design. student advising, NPS administration, 
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advising Navy activities. and myriad 01her tuts. Each quarter. facuhy are MquiJ cd to infonn their 
Chairman in writing of the activities that 1bey will be performins during that quarter in lbe form of 
a "Wcxtload Agr=meal ... The ClJairman sip 1bc fann if the stipulated wmkload is approprialc and 
approved. The Dean of Faculty arbi1rates my disputes regarding sarisf'ldory workloads. 
Quarters c:mtaining the in1a'Se5Sion can be spent in dMrse ways. The two-month intersession 
period can be used fer a variety of activities including reimbursable research. classroom inslruction 
(\\bcn requcsred by the Dcpanmait/Group Chairman). reimbursable short-course instruction. NPS 
administrative activities. or leave without pay. The third month of the intersession quarter can be 
used for reimbursable researc:b or for academic duties detennincd in c:oopcratian with your 
Chainnan. The Workload Agreement is used to delineate the cxpecled duties (if my) during any 
quarters with intersession periods. 
ACADEMIC COUNSELING 
Academic rounsding ~the n:spoasa"bility of the Curricular Officers, Academic Associates. and 
the individual mcmbcrsof 1he faculty. The counseling program is designed to encourage SbJdents to 
seek assistance when advice is desired or the first indications of academic difficulties develop. At 
the bc:ginning of each quarter. CICb faculty member should post office boars. notify their classes of 
the scbednlc, and encourage SNdents to 111T1Dge appointments in cases of scbedulc conflicts. Office 
hours should be majntained c:mscicnliously IDd sbouJd be distributed <Mr the week to accommodalc 
the studt:oh. 
EXTENDED WORK OFF-CAMPUS 
Becansc of~ intc:racticm. ccmmittee wmk. and other professional responsibilities. faculty 
are expected to be rcsUtent at NPS while in pay status. c:xccpt for sabbatical periods or periods of 
leave. Ifwcrk is to be paformcd otf-campus. it must be direcdy supponivc of 1hc faculty member's 
NPS responsibilities. There must be no detrimentaJ cff'cct cm the faculty member's colleagues or 
students IDd the wadt must be documented in the faculty workload and evaluation process in the 
same mar:mc:r as WOik paformcd oo-campus. If reimbursablc fimding is involwd. the sponsor must 
know of the plan to pafarm work elsewhere md must 8PJ'r'DYC iL 
Meeting dae condilicmdocs not guanmtce 1bat off'-campus wcrk will be approved. There must 
be a SlroDgju.dication. sucb as 1he availability of special facilities or 1be oppanuaity to work with 
prafcssicmaJ co1Jeaps E"CICIKftil periods of otf-campus work must be approved by your Chairman 
mi the Dean af'FICUlty. If qr s : ch finis ll'C inwlwd. approval must also be obtained iom the 
Dean afResclrc:h. 11Ds approval policy does not apply to ofi"-campus 'Wark periods of 1birty days or 
Jess tbat have been included in ID approved r ~ s m ch p1uposal; nor does it apply to occasional wade 
performed at bomc. Tbe policy is diRcb:d 10WIRl tbosc unique situations, c:itbcr plmmcd or 
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UDBDticipaled. wbcrc a facuJ1¥ member wishes to perform work off-campus over an CXlaJdcd period 
while in pay status. 
CMUAN FACULTY PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 
NA VPGSCOL .lnslructicm 12430.2 (series) establishes lhe basic fnmiewodc for the civilian 
faculty pcrfCl1DllDCC appraisal program m ICICCl'dancc with Title D, Civil Service Reform Act, Public 
Law 94454. This progt am is infmdcd to supplc:mmt, but not replace, 1bc pay, promotion, IDd tenure 
procedures. 
Each year faculty members receive a copy of the appraisal standards. All faculty members arc 
appnUsed against lbcsc established pcrfmmancc standards annually. The appraisal period is fi'om 
1 May to 30 April of the following year. Faculty members may grieve pCrfonnancc appraisals and 
other maacrs relating to the appraisal program in acc:ordancc with NA VPGSCOLINST 12771.1 
(series). 
FACULTY AWARDS 
Faculty arc cligil>le for consideration for the following awards . 
. A. Rear Admim Jolm Jay Schielfclin Award for Excellence in Teaching. The award is made 
annually to recognize pcmumc::nt faculty members who, lhrougb wide caosensus. excel as 
tcacbers. The phrase, .. exccllmce in teaching," refas to lhat complex of personal and 
pt~ qualities IDd actions on 1hc part of the tacber wbicb (I) make lbcmsd\'CS felt 
primlriJy at the intaface af personal c:mlact between student and teacher, (2) help transmute 
the student's CDCOUDlers with tbc subject matter into insigbl, cnligbtcmncal, and love of 
bruing (3) elicit iom the student responses in thought, feeling. ad action which enhance 
hisJbcr capacity for self education. and (4) manifest lhemseJvcs m ID effective individual 
style which aulbc:nlically rdl=s the teacb='s own unique personality. experience. character, 
and coovictioas. 
A committee appointed by the Provost c:onducts a ballot polling of studmts and 8f8duales 
to ddamine 1bc recipient of lbc award. Normally, the polling begins in Januuy so as to be 
completed by early June. 
Nc:mWJy. the award is presented at 1bc .June gniduaticm cciemony. The award consists of a 
certificate and a monctaly emolument based OD mcmeys ftom the Rear Admiral John Jay 
Scbic:ffclin Award fund and the civil service award ~ 
B. Honorary Tit1e of Distinguished Professor . Tbc criteria for 1bc honorary title of Distin-
guished Professor arc: 
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• In gc:nc:ral. a candid.are should be recosnizl:d as a .. Senior Statesman .. among hWber 
colleagues. 
• The recipient's career should be distinguished by a combination of the following 
factors: 
- C-cmtmned dfective service to the Naval Postgraduate School and the f.aculty which 
have aided tbc growth or enhanced the saature of the Naval Postgraduate School. 
- Research ar scholarly contn"bulions while at the Naval Postgraduate School which 
have had significant impact on the candidare's field. 
A committee appointed by the Dean of Faculty seeks nomin•tions from the Depart· 
meat/Group Chairmen annually and classifies the nominees as .. qualified" or "not )'el 
qualified". Potential recipients are prioritized by the Dean's Council. lbe Provost 
Jecommends the recipients to the Supcrinlmdent, who makes the final selection. 
Jn recognition af 1bis honor. the recipient receives a silver medallion on a neck nobon to be 
worn with academic regalia. The recipient is also enti1led to the honorary address, 
"Distinguished Professor ... in appropriate circumstances. 
C. Cart E. and Jme W. Menneken Faculty Award for Excellence in Scientific Research. This 
award is presented annually to ID NPS faculty member who bas drmcmstralcd outstanding 
dron and acbiew:mcnt in research in science or engirccri:ug. The award recopjzes 
meritorious res: 11ch having identifiable impact an Navy or other Depanmmt of De:fcnsc 
tcdmology. The award is especially for the encouragement and benefit of younger or junior 
faculty members. Selection is made IDllUally from nominations received by a commiUce 
appointed by the Dean of'Researdi. 
The award, ccmsisting of a plaque ad a cash award. is usually presented at the Dcccmber 
graduation c:aemouy. 
D. Siana Xi Carl E. Mepneken Research Award ID 1963. the local chapter of Sigma Xi 
establisbed an cmuaJ r: zc:la awed which is caafe:rred by the Chapter on a member of the 
Nava) Postgraduate School staff' or student body in recognition of distinguished research 
~made by dismember. In 1975, lbe name of the award was changed to the Carl 
E. Mamekm R: s arch Award in memary ofI>istinguisbed Professor Carl £. Mamckcn. 
Dean afReseln:h Admiaislnlion (1962-1972). 
AD memhc'lS aflbe &culty IDd Stal' cc inviled to submit nominations for this award dircctly 
to the Chapter Pmidenl of Sigma Xi ill response to a request for llO!Djnatioos. made during 
1be March time fi'ame. 
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The award, mnsisting of a plaque bearing the name and symbols of the Society and the name 
of the rccipic:nt, is presented at the Spring Initiation meeting. A commemorative plaque listing 
past awardccs is on display in the Dudley Knox l.Jbrmy. 
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 
All faculty members who are not on leave or travel are expected to attend the commenc:ement 
em'Cises in academic regalia Cl' military unifC11D, IS appropriate. Military faculty members who bold 
a Ph.D. degree are aulbcri1.cd to 'WCl1" acadrmic robes. The detailed iDstnlctioDs for commenccmc:nts 
arc published a week before each event 
ETHICS ANO ST ANOAROS OF CONDUCT 
· In addition to the expected ethical standards of all faculty in •cadezrUa, faculty members, as 
govc:mmmt cmploy=s. are held to high federal standards of ethics and CODduct The goal is to avoid 
even the sppeanmce of impropriety. 
The faculty member must, for tuslber own legal protection. review the provisions of the 
Secretary of lbe Navy~ 5370.2 (series) on "Standards of Conduct and Govemment Ethics" 
and NA VPGSCOL INS'IR 5370.2 (series). Some of the basic principles set fonh in the .. Standards 
of Conduct- instruction include: 
A Govemment facilities, property, and manpower may not be used for other than officially 
approved purposes or for private gain (i.e.. they cannot be used for consulting activities). 
B. A govamnent employee may not engage in any activity, with or without wmpeusation. 
which might result in a conflict of interest or the appearance of conflict of interest. 
C. With the exception of military reserve pay. government employees may not receive basic 
pay fi'CllD mere than one positicm in 1be goVC1111Dmt for more than an aggregate of 40 hours 
of work in ooe calendar week (Sunday through Saturday). (This is c:oasidered "dual 
O iDf"CDSlriQD"' ad is forbidden by Jaw.) 
D. Govermnent employees may not receive any salmy or supplementaticm of salmy from a 
private source as o ""I ematicm fer lbeir govermnc:nt service. 
E. A gow:rmm:nt anplayeemayDOt me, directly or iDctireclly. "inside information" to Nnber 
a private gain fer his. or bc:rseJf er for others. 
F. A govamnent employee is prolu"bited 1iam using bislher grade. rank. title or positicm in 
CXIDIXdic:m with llD'J wtmDerCial c:ntelprise or in cudorsing 1DY wtmDerCial product. This 
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docs not prccludc IUdlar' idmbficalion for materials published in accordance with DoD 
procedures. 
G. A govcmment employee may not mgagc in outside employment or other outside activity. 
with or without compcmation. that may reasonably be expected to bring discredit on the 
govamneut or the Depanmc:nt of the Navy. 
. 
Carelessness in the fmmulalion of agreements or thoughtless actions by either the faculty 
member or hislbc:r employer can lead to tbc cmbmassmcnt of tbc School and the poss1'ble 
IS9ESS"at of civil penalties against or c:rimiml prosecution of the individual faculty member. 
The conflict of interest statutes have been intaprcled as applying not only to the individual 
govamnc:ot employee but also to members of 1he individual's immediate family. Officers on active 
duty md retired officers who arc members of the faculty. are additionally constrained by laws and 
RgUlaticms related to their military service. Further information on ethics and standards of conduct 
arc available 1i'om the Human Resources Office. 
CONSULTING ANO OTHER OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT 
The School. recognizing 1bat OUlside ccmsultation in the field bas the potential for enhancing the 
psof'cssiaoaJ oompeceme c:I a faculty member. sanctions consulting activity which does not intc:rfc:rc 
with tbc p::rformm::e of all duties al the School Consulting activities not in eicccss of an avc:ragc of 
one day per work week (in aggregate). arc considered in conformity with tbis nile. The faculty 
m:mbcr. in a=pliug a cxmsulling agi ermeut does so as ID addition to hislbc:r fUll..time employment 
by the School ad not as a subsaitute for a portion of il 
A facuJty member is required to obtain approval fi'om the Provost (or the Superintcndmt. for 
military faculty) in advance of my pioposed engagement in extra-School cmplO)'IDCDl for 
rmnmeratian. This is dcne by completing a request for advance approval of outside employment or 
professional activity in accordlnce with NA VPGSCOLINST 5370.3 (series). The completed 
mpplicalicn is to be submiUed to tbe Provost via tbe J)q>aa1meDt Cbainnan. 1be Dem of Faculty, and 
1be Slaff .Judge Advocate. (Military faculty follow the same procedure.) Approval encompasses the 
fiscal year of the submis,gon and the following fiscal year. AzJy c:cntinuing consulting must be 
resubmiaed for approval. 
You 111iut review tbc provisioa.s oftbc Secretmy ofdle Navy iDsuucticm 5370.2 (series) on 
"'S1andards afCmduct and Govamnent &hies .. and NA VPGSCOLINST 5370.2 (series), for your 
own legal protectim Scmc cl'dle basic principles set fanh in the~ of Ca1dnct .. instruction 
have been listed in 1be previous section on "Eibics and Standards of Ccadnct"'. 
Faculty members wbo paupose to do camulting which entails travel should make paoposed 
travel Jequiremmls known to the Provost at the time 1bat the notice is given of the c:cmsulting 
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agreement IDd sbou1d inform the Provost of subsequent changes in travel requirements. A faculty 
member's primary responsibility is to the Naval P~tc School and this relationship must not 
be c:anprcmised. WJ.th proper approval of tbc basic consulting relationship, pennission need not be 
sought fer each jc:uncy outside the innnedjate area. Any problem which may arise as a result of this 
outside-of-IJ"ea consulting should be treated iD the same maimer IS OOe Would handle a delay m 
hislher return from mmual leave. 
The uJtimarc ~fer adhering to the pnMsiom of the DoD directives cited above rests 
with lbc indMdual faculty member. Smcticming of CODSUlting activity docs not imply immunity from 
the ccmditicm of these directives. There is a t:tmlinuing obligation for the faculty member engaged 
in consulting to ~cw the nature of the employment to ensure bis/her continued compliance with 
applicable dircctivcs. 
POLITICAL. ACTMTIES 
In 1939, Congress approved landmark legislation known IS the Hatch Act which limits 1hc 
polibcaJ a::tivitirs of federal cmpl~ Jn passing the Hatch Act. Congress delermined that partisan 
political activity by these employees must be limited for public institutions to function fairly and 
c:ffecbvely. Through the :years. various c:ballcngcs to the Hatch Act have scrvcd to rea:Bilm this basic 
premise. In 1993, boweve:r, Ccmgrcss made significant cbanges to the activities that can be cnpgcd 
in by govcmmc:nt employees. Detailed information on the provisions of the Hatch Act and its 
revisions arc available m the Human Resources Office or in the Legal Office. The followmg list 
contains examples of both permissible and protuoite:d political activities for covered employees. 
• May rcgisrer and vote IS they choose 
• May be candidates for public ofiicc in nonpartisan elcc:ticms 
• May assist in voter registration drives 
• May express opinions about candidates and issues 
• May make campaign spcecbes for candidates in partisan elections 
• May contnoutc money to political organization er attend political fUnd raising functions 
• May atte:nd and be active at political rallies llDd meetinss 
• May join 8Dd be an aCIM member of political clubs or parties 
• May sign nominating petitions 
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• May campaign for Cll' against rcfcn:ndum questiaas, c:onstituticmal amendments, municipal 
onfinances 
• May campaign for or against candide•es ill partisan elections 
• May distn"butc campaign literature in partisans elections 
• May bold office iD political clubs or parties end be delegates to party cooventicms 
• May not be candidates for public ot1icc iD partisan elections 
• May not use their official authority or illtlucnce to interfere with 111 election 
• May not coDcct political contn"butions &om government employees unless both the donor and 
the solicitor are m:mbers of the same fedcnl labor c:rgaaizalion or employee group and the one 
solicited is not a subordinate employee 
• May no1 lcnawingJy solicit or discourage the political activity of my person who bas business 
with the agency 
• May not c:npgc ill poli1ica1 activity while an duty. ill any govcmmeal office. while wearing en 
official uoifmm. or while using a govamnc:nt vehicle 
TRAVEL 
The Naval Posapduate School encourages faculty professional travel which has clear potential 
value to the School and bas hem duly approved by the Deparancnt Chairman. Reasons may include 
(not in priority order): 
• improvement of curricula end courses 
• ra:rui1iDg 
• familiarmticm visits to Navy iJJ.c:taJlarions IDd discussion of'Navy problems 
• advanccmc:Dt of profcssiooal proficiency ad n:puteliao of the faculty. 
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The last purpose is served, for ecample, by prescotation of a scholarly paper at a professional 
society meeting or c:onfercnce and by panicipation in the a1fairs of a professional society via 
offic:c:rsbip or membership on an official cammittce of the Society. 
NA VPGSCOLINST 4650.4 (series) provides the policy and proc:cdmes on official travel. It 
should be consulted for mare explicit details associated with travel 
It is the Depmtweut of the Navy and NPS policy that official travel shall be limited to that 
m ss 1 y to cany out the mission of this command effectively and efficiently. Travel meeting these 
criteria must be performed by the most eccc.omical means available by the minimum mDDber of 
personnel for the minimum time c.onsisacnt with the Rquiranc:ot of the mission. 
Travel fimds arc public monies and arc limited. Their judicious utilization and conservation is 
a respODSl"bility of each faculty member and each Department Chairman. To maYimize the total 
prafessicma1 benefits 1i1:m 1bc funds available fer travel. the following precepts govern faculty travel: 
• c::amwrc:ia1 air tnM:I by tourist class wherever fma"ble (see JTR.. Vol. 2. Chapters 4 and 6) 
• utilization of military aircraft where practicable (see NA VPGSCOLINST 4630.2 series) 
• limitation of a trip to the sensible minimum time required to accomplish the purposes of the 
trip 
• consolidation of trips. where feasible 
• use of BOQ facilities whenever available and practicably localed 
• where there exists a choice of meetings at which to present a paper or to serve some other 
appropriate purpose. favoring the geographically closer m=amg ( if no appreciable loss of 
benefit to the Naval Postgraduate School is incurred). 
• mmua1 leave when 1aken in c:oanecticm wilb official travel should not exceed the number of 
work days associated with the official travel. · 
Forejm Travel: Foreign travel is cmsidcred to be my travel outside the United States and its 
taritories. Such travel Jequires that the faculty member receive a .. countly clearance" before 
departing (since they are conducling US govcrmncnt business). The time to process this request 
dqJa m cm 1be particu11r commy being visited. hqlJesas for c1eaa w:es must be submitted al least 
30 days and as much as 60 days prior to the lnwler's dep8l'bft dale, depending co the foreign 
country to be visited.. NA VPGSCOLINST 4650.4 (series) provides the policy on official travel. 
Ccmsult your Depanment's'Group's 1ravel clerk for help. 
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SABBATICAL LEAVE 
The basic policy regarding sabbatical leave is found in Section IS of Appendix A The 
following policies and procedures are in 1mplification and implcmauation of the basic policy. 
The pmposc of sabbatical leave is for a faculty member to have a period of professional 
rejUYallllim. &pc:rimce shows that the sabbatical is most effective if 1he person is physically away 
1iom the home institution and the local area. and NPS encourages this type of sabbatical. 
Only tmured faculty are eligible for sabbatical leave. Tbe:re is no fixed period before a faculty 
member is eligible for sabbatical leave or 1bat must occ:ur between such leaves. Jn general, the 
minimum time interval may be expcclCd to ippioximale the traditional six years~ but it may be 
me.ta-. The llJtic:ipmed pmfemonaJ benefit mm the sabbatical leave is more impol1aDt than timmg. 
To integrale sabbatical leaves into 1he fiscal year planning cycle at both the Depanmcntal and 
ScbooJ Jevds, applications for the next fiscal year will be considered once a year, with applications 
due I April. Applicants will be infmmcd d approval or disapproval by IS May. Any faculty member 
wishing to be considered for sabbatical leave should make written application on a form available 
ii'om the office of the Provost. 
Your application should descnl>e fUlly the professional benefit to be derived &am 1he 
sabbabc:al leave, a::tivities planned during any leave periods, any anticipated financial amm.gements 
and an itinerary. The cognjzant Department Chairman appends comments and recommendations to 
the application. 
Applications are evaluated by a Sabbatical Leave Advisory Committee composed of faculty 
members appointed by the Dean of Faculty. This Committee prepares a writtc:n appraisal of the 
professional benefit 1bat may be expected iom the p1oposed sabbatical leave and ranks the 
proposals. These arefcrwardm to the Provost (via the Dean off acuity) along with a priority ranking 
of all applications which are favorably recowauemed by the Cammittcc. 
The primary c:ritc:rion for granting sabbatical leave is the demonstrated potential for the 
enhancement of the value of the faculty member to the educational program of the Naval 
Posrgraduale School through advancemcot of bislbcr capabilities as a scholar. Representative plans 
for a sabbatical leave might include such things as pn:plrltion to teach in a new academii: area. 
scholarly research md investigation. 1he writing of scholarly mataials, fonnal sbldy of new 
developmc:nts in one's area of speciali?atiCD, familiara.alion with DoD -=bvities. or study 8Dd 
1ucarcb in 1be company of scboJars at otbc:r institutions. Jn all cases, 1be period is to be a means of 
broadening me's intellectual horizons ndbcr 1ba a CCllllinulliaa of c:umnt activities. 
Sabbaticals must be scbedul-=d to minimize lbe disruption to lbe faculty schedule. Sabbatical 
periods sbouJd match. G dosely as possable. lbe quancrly academic calendar at NPS. This is so that 
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1bcf.acultymembcrwill beavailabJc for a full quarter of work at NPS before beginning a sabbatical 
and after c:ncting a sabbatical. 
Sabbaticals include five 1DCID1bs llt ND pay (i.e .• one-half of an academic year); 1hc school does 
not provide any o1ber Nading for sabbaticals. A faculty member cm sabbatical leave is expected to 
deYcle time ad c:ffons primarily to 1be planned purpose of that leave. No additional o Hiij ematian 
frmn my soun:e may be received during 1bc paid ponion of 1hc sabbatical leave. (l"his would 
c:msti1ulc a salary er supplemmtatioa d salary as crmpenY•ion for 1be pc:fonnancc of the member's 
govenmcnt senrice (18 U.S. Code 209).) Faculty members are eucouraged to take full-year 
sabbaticals; sbar1er sabbaticals should be in integer multiples of one quarter. Funding for IDY 
remaining time beyoad 1be fiw-montbs supplied by NPS is the individual's respcmstbility. 
Ccmbinalicms of ammaJ leave, research suppmt, erdber reimbursable support can be used to ex1cDd 
1bc sabbatical period (e.g., mmual leave could extmd a five-month sabbatical to six months). NPS 
teaching support cannot be used to extc:Dd a sabbatical. Any use of rcscan:b funds requires the 
CCllSml oftbe spcmcr. The Dean af'Resarch approves ID)' requests to use Direct-Funded R: s: mcb 
{DFR) funds; the project sponsor approves the use of reimbursable-rcscan:b fimds either when 
expresmy stated in the approved PJ oposa1 or in a separate communication to the Dean ofR.escan:h. 
Funding arrangements with non-NPS entities ~ notification to your Department/Group 
Chairman via 1be forms used for Outside Employment and Consulting. 
Jt is NPS policy that faculty are persaaaUy respo1151ole for travel undertakco while receiving 
sabbatical pay. including travel to and from the sabbatical location. If, while at a sabbatical location. 
a faculty member must undertake travel related to a sponsored research project, then 1hc 1ravel may 
be tab:n using research funds, but the travel mu.st occur during a period when the faculty member's 
salary is being paid by the same rcscardl project. Scheduling of such periods is acmmplisbcd by a 
wopc:aati~c:ffmtaftbefacultym:mbc:r. tbefacultymcmbcr'sDepanmeut/Group Chairman.. and the 
R: s: II ch Office. Such periods m off-campus reseaz ch will not be counted as part of the five-month, 
full-pay sabbatical periods. 
Faculty members completing a sabbatical leave submit a written report descnbing sabbatical 
activities to the Dean of Faculty. After am:ptmcc of the rq>ort. faculty members completing a 
sabbatical leave receive one merit pay step in 1be following mmual merit pay considerations. 
Olhawisc. Faculty mcmbcrs m sabbatical are c:onsidc:ied fer pay inc.:remam, promotions. and tawrc 
in 1be usual way. 
During tbe erarfcmic: quarter afta'remmiom sabbatical leave. a faculty manher should report 
to colleagues on scholarly activities during that period. In this way. the diverse bmcfits of many 
sabbaticals may help enrich the scholarship of the entire faculty. 
A fsu1ty member who accepts sabbatical leave assumes a moral obligation to cmtinuc their 
service at 1hc Naval Postgraduate School for a two-year period following return &om such leave. 
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LONG-TERM TRAINING AND EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Sectim 16 of Appendix A provides the bGic polic:y oftbis program. lt is the policy of the Navy 
Department to provide long-tam trainiag essential to the acoomplisbmcut of its mission. '"Long-
tam" training refers to nmmg consisting of 120 CODSCCUtivc training days or more, iD either 
Govc:mment or llOD-Govermnmt training facilities and in management or within specializatiOD 
subject matta- categories. This craining and education must have high potential value to the Navv 
Depanmeut and must be related to specific functions and responsaoilities. either c:um::nt or those of 
the future. lbc training must relate to the employee's performance iD the present assigmnmt or m 
planned fulure assig• "'cats The employee must have dci::roonm'atcd aptitude for the training and have 
reacbcd a point m carm- development where the traiDiog opponunity is approprialc. 
This program c:omc:s under the purview of the office of Pasomsel Management and specifics 
may be found in the Civilian Personnel Instruc:tion (CPJ4 l 0) saies. A Jong lead Ume between 
application and impJc:mcntatioo is required since tbe requests for training must be ccntrllly 
approved. Training for the sole purpose of obtaining a degree or for pasonal benefit is not 
authorized under this program. F acuJty members inle:restcd in exploring 1hc full aspects of tbis 
program should contact their Department Cbainnan. 
THE RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Genera]. The basic goals of the Naval Postgraduate School's rcscarcb are: 
A. To create opportunities for individual faculty members to enpge iD original rc:scarch 
directi:d tawlrd advancing the frmticrs of knowledge and. thereby. to maintain the cum:ncy 
of knowledge which is essential to the conduct of graduate education and the guidance of 
graduare thesis work; 
B. To emic::b the iDsaructional propam by ax:ouraging faculty members and associated stJidans, 
through personal involvement. to become acquainted with the scientific and tedmologjcal 
probJam facing the Navy and with the Jccy persoanel respoa511>Je for the JJrtlSllDIS anriiDg 
these problam; and 
C. To perform rcscm:b an dcfmse..relaled problc:zm that support the mission of the Department 
of the Navy and the Dcpar1ment of Dd'e:nsc. Working on these problems provides mutual 
beDefit to the faculty member. to the students, to NPS. and to DoN and DoD. 
A SlroDg fa:ulty n:search proga am is a n=essm y and intqral part of sraduale education. As mi 
institution whose prime mission is advanced cducatiOD. it is essential that NPS should have a 
research progsam '"to sustain acedemic cxcelle:nce" by having faculty pcrsona1Jy involved in the 
advancement of knowledge. (For lbe approved policy. sec Section 11 of Appendix A) 
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• The iDdMduaJ faculty mc:mbc::', in initialing and pmsmiting a n:scarch project, accepts not only 
a personal responsibility to the spomor and the Naval Postgraduate School to conduct 1bc agrecd-
upon rcscarcb as effectively as possible, but also to strive for a project that is true research in the 
c:cmt=ct dtbe staled goals md is act solely routine data-taking or testing. The probability that results 
will either be published in the professional journals or CODJnbute to a signfficant improvc:mmt in 
DoN/DaD capabilities should be reasonably high. 
To adJieYe appq:iriate momentum ad progress in a rcscarcb project. faculty members may be 
re1cu:d iaD teacNng during ID)' academic year up to one-half time., during which their salaries are 
paid out of research funds. (Thesis supervision is c:onstnled as teaching in this CODDCCt.ion). 
Professionals of academic SlaJUre may be employed as nonteuurc-track faculty to assist the principal 
investigator. 
SJ?01lSOTSf Research Promm. To solicit extrmal support for a sponsored project, a faculty 
investigator submits ID official proposal to a potc:ntial sponsor over the signature of the Dean of 
Research (acting "by direction .. for the Superintc:ndc:nt). 
The Depar1meDl/Group CbaUman first reviews the proposal and dctcnniDes if the contc:nt of the 
prc,gaam iscampatll>lc with the goals of the Department/Group, if the scheduled faculty release time 
is acceptable, md if the neccssa:1y Dcpanmeut/Group services and facilities arc available to the 
program. The Department/Group Chairman then endorses the J>Iuposal. if it is acceptable, and 
forwards it to Rcscarch Program Supervisor who reviews the proposal. The proposal is then sent to 
the Dean of Research for final approval and mailing to the sponsor. 
lftbe proposal is acx:epted by the sponsor, all ~ect funds are accepted by the Comptroller in 
tbc name of the Superinteudeut Fmal approval for any obligation against the funds of a sponsored 
research project is drpend=t upon the D8bJl'e of the obligation. but, cansistc:nt with the individual 
respcmsability assumed by the faculty mrmbcr in proposing and accepting the project. DO one otbc:r 
1ban 1hat faculty member. as principal investigator. may initiate any obligations against the project 
funds. 1bc Comptroller. the Rescan:b Office, and the Deans provide asc;istsmce to the faculty 
invcstigatm"iD the JND1ganmt of~ fimds within the framework of Naval Postgraduate SchOol 
policies. 
F acuity members may be retained during their interse:ssional period to work on approved 
spoasorcd rcscarch projects. if their salaries arc paid out of project Nods. Other suppor1ing 
personnel may be employed as ncc:cssmy to assist faculty with sponsored projects and the thesis 
s•ndcms assncimf wilb tbcPJt!icct. Arnmgemmls must be made through the Dcpanmcat Chairman 
and the Dean of'Fac:ulty. 
Direct-fundedResean:h tPfR>. Rescarchfimclsfirmc:ritmious work me available fi'om NPS. These 
fimcls arc used to bclp new faculty initiate rcscarcb projects (dcscn"bcd in the next section). to bclp 
established faculty researcbers transition into a new area of investigaticn. and to support other 
meritorious rcscarch. The Dean of Research annually issues guidcliDcs dcscnl>ing the investment 
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strategy that will be followed in allocating each year's DFR funds. The minimum expected output 
from a DFR project is a tedmical report descnDiDg the results of the rcsearc:h. 
Just as for the CXlerDIDy sponsored projects, r cs: arch piuposals for DFR funding me prepared 
fer submissic:ll 10 Navy r s n:h evaluators. ""1liJe fimding is not sought mm these Navy evaluators. 
the~ ccmtinue 10 inunct widJ the Navy rn : rdi and development cwnmunity seeking teclmical 
approval of pn;ects and 111 evalualicm by1bc sponsor of the relevance of the p1oposcd wart 10 Navy 
programs. Tbe NPS portion of the review process is the same as that dcscnl>cd below for the 
sponsored rcscarc:b program. More mformation is available in NA VPGSCOL lnslruction 3900.4 
(series) or &cm the Research Office. 
The Research Initiation Pro@am. The R tch Ini~an Program (RlP program) is that pan of the 
Direct-Funded Research (DFR) program used to provide support for faculty who me initiating 
n:seardl prop ams. This support is to enable them to conduct their rcsearcb to a stage which would 
esrablisb 1bc merits of the progian and dcmoaslralc its potmtial in a manner which could auract the 
mppcxt of a pttentia1 sponscr. The minimum expecttJd CJUlput iom a RIP project is a tecbnical report 
descnl>ing the results of the rescarcb. 
CONFERENCES 
The school hosts cl&5Sificd and umassifitd conferences cm a wide variety of topics n:latcd to the 
school's mission. AD ccnfcn:nc:es mml bavcpriar approval of the Dean of Research. acting OD behalf 
of the Su:pcrintc:ndmt Conferences ue scheduled and coontinalcd 1brougb the Confc:n:acc 
Coordinator of the Research Office. Ccmfc:rc:m:e sponsors are required to permit NPS students and 
faculty to aamd cmference sessions. i'ce of charge. OD a space-available basis. Advance programs 
are often available from the Conference Coordinator. All faculty are cncouragcd to take advantage 
of the conference program and to make approp1iate opportunities lcnown to their students. Faculty 
wishing to bold a conference or workshop at NPS can obtain guidelines from the Coafaeuce 
Coordinator in the Research Office. 
SUPPORT SERVICES CONTRACT 
NPS bas negobaled a Support Sen-ices Con1ract to provide a simple means for faculty to obtain 
needed assistance with research and instructional projects in a timely manner. Work can be done 
either on the NPS campus or at the caatncrar's flcility. Delivery orders are processed by the 
R: 1ch 016cc using WOik Statcmznts and C.ost &rim"Cs prepared by the Ucutty member. Faculty 
members should contact the Research Office far man: infcrmalicm cm bow to utilize this caalr8Cl 
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COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS 
A Cooperative R ah and Devclopmc:nt Agreement (CRADA) may be appropria1c for those 
faculty wishing 1o become involved in raearcb activities with ncm-govrmmmt panncrs. Jf private-
sa::t.cr' Nading is 1o be provided to NPS. such ID agreement is mandatory. The agrccmcnts delineate 
the rcspoasrl>ilities of the partners IDd address the iDlcllcctual property issues relating to palCDts. 
copyrisbts, and licenses. These agrccmculs arc drafted by the Rcscarcb Office. in consultaticm with 
the facu11Y m:mber. and submi1led to the Office of Naval Research for review md approval. Further 
information is available him lhc Rcscarcb Oflicc. 
COOPERATIVE RESEARCH TOURS AT NAVAL LABORATORIES 
Cooperative tours a1 Navy l'CSCal ch facilities during the intersession pcfiod provide many civilian 
faculty members the~ to do re:searc:h al Navy/Government laboratories and to keep abreast 
of c:urTCDt Navy research problems in their fields of interest. Ammgemeots for a cooperative tour 
may be initialed by the individual facully member 1hrougb hisJhcr Department CbaUman and the 
Dean ofFacu.Jty. 
ORIENT A TION AND INDOCTRINATION 
AD new faculty members participate in a~ oric:utalion program. This progxam consists of 
familiarizatiao briefings on various activities at the School. the structure and operation of DoD and 
tbc Navy. and potmtially use:fu1 information for the faculty member. These orimtation progiams are 
held every six months. Jn additicm. new faculty members panicipatc in an Instruclional Workshop 
thal offers infonnatian m the goals of inslruc:lian at NPS. studml profiles. and geoc:ra1 tips about 
improvanmt ofinslructicn Tmure-track faculty are cnc:ouragcd to apply to the Dean ofFacu.Jty for 
faculty development grants that allow them to visit Navy commanck or activities in order to 
familimize tbcmsclves with the Navy and its goals. 
The Naval Postgraduate School arranges for indoctrination visits aboard Navy ships for faculty 
members. AD civilian and militmy faculty arc encouraged to participate in this progxam. cspccially 
1bosc who have never been aboard a Navy ship. The pwpose of tbe:sc visits is to in1r0duce faculty 
members to lcdmical, tactical, and managerial problems associated with operating forces. This is 
expected to result in more relevant 1pplicatian in tbc acadanit cnviromm:nt al the Naval 
Postgraduate SdJool. 
COPYRIGHTS 
The litermy property rights of govemmaJt ofliccrs and employees are not affected by their 
govemment cmploymcnl. providing their litcmy product bas not been produced as part of their 
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official duties. (For clarificaticm, see Digest of Opinions. Judge Advocate General of the Anncd 
Forces, Volume 9, page J 63. J 959-1960). All publications not required of a faculty member 
specifically IS a part ofbislhet teaching or research assignment will be recognized as having been 
prepared DD hislbc:r own time IDd not IS pan of official duties. The referenced JAG opinion is 
direc:tcd solely to the question of copyright cntitlc:mcnt. lt does not alter the policy of the Naval 
Postgraduate Scbool that divc:rsion of School secretarial or cquipmcnt time in prcparalim of 
manuscripts to be commc:rciaDy mmXeted is not aulboriml. 
Jn connection with any publication involving a cop)'rigbt and falling within 1he scope of this 
policy. the ccmc:c:med faculty member, for hiSlber own legal protection llld that of the NavaJ 
Postgraduate School. will complctc the affidavit form available in 1hc office of the Provost. This 
affidavit may be notarized at 1be Legal Oflice of the School. 
SECURITY 
Security afinfcxmation (including computer security) and its physical control arc the direct md 
personal responsibility of every person in the Department of Defense. The Naval Postpduate 
Sc:hool Jnfarmalioo Security Manual (NA VPGSCOLINST SS 10.2 series) and the Computer Security 
Manual (NA VPGSCOLINST 5239. I series) descnl>e the responsil>ilitics and procedures for the 
School's Information Security Prop am and arc available in each Department Office. They are 
considcRd part of the rcquiJed reading for all faculty members. 
Pubtisbin.g l.Jndmffied M!leriaL The School and the Navy rccognizc the need for acadanic fi'cedom 
to publish and encourages faculty mcmbets to disseminate the results of their work, subject to 
compliance with applicable directives. lt is the policy of NPS 1hat individual faculty members be 
1e.sponsWlc for certifying that Ill unclassified material prepared for dissemin•tian is iD compliance 
with spplicable diJectives. SECNA VINST S720.44A requires that maleriaJ rdating to a number of 
subjeccs be submi1lcd tbrmgb the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations to the Assistant Secrdary 
of Defense (Public Affairs) for security review and approval for release. Prior to djssernjnating 
unclassified material. faculty arc rcspaas1l>le for obtaining informatjoa cm currently applicable 
direclives and cenif;ing compliance daewidL lnslrUclions an current procedmes arc available hm 
the Resem:h 01licc. 
Qearapces. Facuhy arc elip1>le for security clearance wbcn actively engaged in: 
- T c:aching a classified course 
- C-cmducting classificd rmrcb 
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- Performing missi~tial duties that~ access to classified material 
Ncm-U.S. citizc:ns are not eligi1>1e for a security clearance. Questions regarding secmily clearance 
procedures should be ref=red to the NPS Security Manager (Code 043). 
Op:ffied Matier'. The rcgulaticms govemmg access to and custody of classified information. papers 
and materials are prescnl>ed in OPNA VINST SSI0.1 (series). Those provisions having the most 
CODmlOO applications to the faculty, together with local instructions. are set forth in the Naval 
Postgraduale School Information Securily Manual. 
Visitors. VJSits to NPS by professional colleagues to speak and lecture are encouraged. However. 
there are cc:rtain restrictions that apply. 
A Visits to NPS. by citizens of hostile countries for any reason require prior approval from 
higher authority. Informal invitation is not authorized. Consult with your Department 
Chainnan and the Security Manager before issuing any such invitation. 
B. VJSits to NPS by other foreign nationals is authorized after notifying the Security Manager. 
C. Discussions with visitors must be conducted at an 1Dlclassified level and may contain only 
information that is in the public domain. 
Rq?orting International Contacts. Fac:ully at NPS are required to report all contacts that meet the 
following specifications to Security Manager or the Naval Criminal lnvestigative Service by memo 
orpbone: 
A Any unofficial contad with a member of any foreign diplomatic establishment 
B. Any rccuning contact with any non-U.S. citizen in wlllch financial tics are established. 
C. Any contacts that tJy to obtain access to classified material or involving subversive activities 
or terrorism. 
F~wilh access to classified marcria1 are requin:d to report all foreign travel. Faculty with access 
to sensitive infmmalion are CO\'erCd by si:pnac iq>Cl1ing rcquircments. The Special Sec:urily Officer 
provides guidance for these individuals. 
STANDARDS OF ATTIRE 
Standards of attire are prcscn"bed in the Naval Postgraduate School Organization Manual 
(NA VPGSCOLINST 5400.l mies). These standards are summarized in the following paragraphs. 
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Neal clothing. consistent with cum:nt fashions and of a style which would be app10J>1iate in the 
Navy Department and comparable professional oflic:cs.. is required in Herrmann Hall and the 
academic buildings, except for employees engaged in majntczumce or janitorial work. Military 
Officers. f&:ulty, and male office employees are expected to wear coat and tie (or coat and turtleneck 
shirt) during the working day. Appropriate standards of civilian dress arc expected of females. 
Laboratory coats may be wom in Jaboratories or cliissaooms. 
Apprapriatc llbJebc: dress may be warn while engaged in athletics and while pniceeding to mJd 
from athletic activities (except swim suit or similar abbreviased altire). A shirt is required wfulc 
jogging, on the tennis courts, and while proceeding to and from athletic activities. Swim suitr. are 
pc:rmi1led cmlywilbin 1be swimming pool CDC~. Casual attire (e.g., warm-up suits, etc.) may be 
wom while proceeding 1o and fi'am 1bc aibletic facilities. 
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
Partcing and traffic regulation are givai in Naval Postgraduate Scbool lnstNctioo 5560.2 (series). 
They arc summarized below. 
• Persons opc:ming motor vehicles on NPS paopeny must register their vehicles with the 
Sccmity Policy and have a current vehicle Station Pass affixed. To receive the Station 
Pass, all vehicles must cany a minimum ofSlS.0001$30,000 public liability insurance 
ad ss.ooo propeny damage insurance. 
• The maximmn speed on NPS property is 20 mph unless otbenvisc posted. Speed limits 
are radar cmorced. Violators arc cited to the Federal Magistrale. 
• The operalian of vehicles on NPS property is in conformance with the rqulatioos of the 
California Motor Vehicle Code. Special n:sbictioas regarding operation of motorcycles 
and scooters are cxmtained in NPS Jnstruction 1020.1 (series). All bicycle riders are 
TCqUired to wear safety helmets 
• Parking assipnnmts and regulations are explained 1o all persmmcl wbcD they rcgislcr 
1beir' wbic1cs wi1h the Security Police. CmpooliDg is strongly cacouraged. In ldditioa to 
c:omerving energy, it allows NPS to provide preferential parking spots to members of 
carpools. 
• AD wbicu1m" llXl pedcslrian trdic:. wbelber militmy or civilian. c:ames to a complete stop 
for the duration of Morning Colors (0800) IDd EvcniDg Colors (Sunset). 
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JURY DUTY 
Califomia law does not exempt tcacbers from jmy duty and most Naval Postgradµate School 
facuJ1y can c:xpcc:t to be caI1cd to mvc. When that happens. the faculty member should notify bislher 
Depa anmt/Grcup Chainnan. Further, he/she should. as quickly as possible, c:cmmnmicate with the 
jmy Q"IDD'liwcmcr to request special consideration, if ~u:ired. While experiences vmy from court 
to court ad mm time to 1ime, most faculty members who have been called feel that 1bc local court 
officials have been helpful in adjusting periods of service to coincide with intasession periods, to 
fall cm particular days of the week on which the professor was fi'ec, and to avoid previously planned 
travel. 
lndividuals called for jmy duty are placed in a .. court leave" status. this leave does not count 
against annual leave became the individual Im been administratively authorized to perform the duty. 
Because the gove:nwaeut loses the individual's services for the day in question, it requires that any 
payment fer jmy service (except milcagc payments) be returned to the Treasurer of the United States. 
Cansult your Depanment Administrative Suppon Assistant regarding this payment Individuals 
called fer court duly while on annual leave should inform the Director of Acadrmic Plm:ming's Office 
so tbal they can be placed in court leave stalus. The chmge of status will not occur unless n()tice is 
given. (F-=ulty members m unpaid leave will not be recalled to duty and placed on court leave.) For 
complete information, see NA VPGSCOLINST 7410.3 (series). 
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The Naval Postgraduate School operates lDlder a quarter system, with each term of instruction 
lasting 12 weeks. The last week of each quarter is set aside for examinatfons. In addition, there are 
two 2-week recesses during the academic year, one over Christmas and one during June-July. 
Classes are scheduled :from 0810-0900 through 1610-1700. The Class Scheduler, under the 
Dean of Instruction, is responsible for developing the schedule for each quarter from the student 
programs, within the limitations imposed by facilities. The responsibilities oftbe Class Scheduler, 
the Department Chairmen, and the Curricular Officers in the scheduling process are set fonh in 
NA VPGSCOL Instruction 5010.3 (series). 
Because of the complexity of composing workable schedules, requests for special scheduling 
c:onsideration in the development of class schedules are entertained only in circumstances justifiable 
on the basis of direct benefits to the Naval Postgraduate School. Such requests are to be submitted 
to the Office of the Dean oflnstruction by the Dep~t Chairman concerned. The requests should 
state the basis for the requested exceptions . 
. Once the class schedule for a quarter is published, changes in the published schedule will be 
considered ooJy for specific and pertinent rea.sons which include: :resolution of hour or room conflict, 
provision of a more adequate c:1assroom or laboratory, C01Tec:tion of radical imbalances in class sizes, 
or change of instructor assignment to scheduled courses to provide better instruction or to 
consolidate faculty schedules. Other alterations in published schedules for faculty and/or student 
convenience are discouraged. 
All requested changes in the published schedule are to be communicated directly in writing to 
the Class Scbcduler by the Depanment Chairman coacemcd. When time is of the essence, the change 
n:qucslS may be made by the Chairman by phone with subsequent confinnation in 'Miting. Requests 
justified on basis Olhc- than those specifically mentioned above will be referred by the Scheduler to 
the Dean of Instruction for approval. 
GRADING SYSTEM 
Students' performances arc evaluated on the basis of a quality point number assigned to each 
lea=- grade achieved in a course. Faculty are required to submit grades no later than ten o'clock on 
the Monday immediately following graduation week. 
1be Academic Cooncil bas established the following grading system of the Naval Postgraduate 
School: · 
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Performance Grade Quality point 
value 










Failing x 0.0 
Incomplete I 




Courses may be designated for Pass/Fail grading when requested by the academic Depart-
ment/Group aod approved by the Academic Council. This designation bas been applied to seminar 
courses, etc. Adctiriaoally, a smdeot may elect to take a course in the PIF mode jf approval is granted 
by both his/her Curric:ular Officer and the appropriate Department Chairman. The PIF option is 
allowed only for courses which are not required to satisfy degree or curriculum requirements. 
However, hours earned by the grade "P" are counted toward fulfilling course hours specified by the 
degree requircmc:nts. 
A grade of lDccmlplete (1), jf not removed within twelve wed.T following the end of quarter for 
which it was received. will be replaced by the grade "X". Exceptions must be individually approved 
by the Academic Council. 
When the quarter hOurvalue of a course js multiplied by the quality point number of the student's 
grade, a quality point value for the student's worlcs in that course is obtained. The sum of the quality 
points for all courses divided by the quarter hem- value of all courses gives a weighted numerical 
evaluati0n of the student's pcrfmmance. tamed the Quality Point Rating (QPR). 
A Sbldmt may n:peat a coarse fer the purpose of improving the student's grade when the grade 
received originally was eitbcr "D" or "X". provided such course repetition is taken at the Naval 
Postgraduate Sc:boo1. Approval must be granted by both the Curricular Officer and the Department 
Chairman of the SIDdcnt's c:unicu1um. F<rrecord purposes. both the original and the repeated course 
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are shown on the transcript. For QPR computation the credit hours of the course arc counted once, 
and the quality points earned are the average of the two. 
INDEPENDENCE OF STUDENT WORK 
All wmk submitted by a student for a grade in any course shall be the work of that student alone, 
unless prior explicit permission bas been given by the instructor to do otherwise. It is the instructor's 
respons1bility to establish and clarify the ground rules that apply to all graded exercises, including 
homewak. projects, lab reports, papers and examinations. If any doubt exists concerning the degree 
of independence of student worlc that is expected. it should be assumed that the work is to be 
indq>cndcnt and it is the responslbility of the student to resolve the question prior to undertaking the 
work The primmy ol:!jective of this shared respam1"bility between instructor and student is to prevent 
misunderstandings. 
If 111 Dlslruc::tm- suspedS that a violation has occurred, the instructor may wish to discuss this with 
the studcnt(s) involved, require reexamination, or take other appropriate me&SlRS designed to 
prevent any futmoe violations. If the instructor feels there is substantive evidence that a violation bas 
occurred. the instructor is advised to discuss the circumstances and evidence with the Depart-
ment/Group Chairman. In cases where the evidence seems conclusive to the instructor and 
Chairman, themanerwill be brought to the attention of the cognizant Curricular Officer. The grade 
assigned in the col.U'Se is the prerogative of the instructor, however, the instructor should not apply 
grade penalties except for confirmed violations. 
REPORTING OF REGISTRATION AND GRADES 
The procedure for faculty reporting of registration, changes in registration, grades, and changes 
in grades, are described in Naval Postgraduate School Instruction 521 J .2 (series). 
Although no school guidelines have been stated for grading practices, some criteria for valid 
grade changes have been set forth in NA VPGSCOLINST 5211.2 (series) to provide consiste:nt 
practices by all instructors and fair and equal treatment for all students. The procedures for, and time 
devoted to, preparation and submission of course marks should allow opportunity for impartial 
judgment of the marics assigned. The jndgmmt completed before the submission of the grades should 
be done with sufficient care so as to be dd'CDSJble and not subject to later appeal on grounds of 
misjudgmcut. Ccmsequmdy, rcascm far c:baoges in grades should be submitted only for reasons from 
the following categories: 
a. .Alithmetic: mus in ca)auating grades. The discovery of a computaticm CrTOr in determining 
grades should lead to rec:omputation of alJ grades in the class to double-check the grade 
caJculations and grade assignments. 
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b. Clerical errors. Typically this may be an error in transcribing grades from one list to another. 
c. Make-up of mcomplete. The grade of Incomplete "f' may be assigned if a significant, 
identifiable part of the course bas not been completed. The make-up work should be judged 
with the same standards as used for the regular quarter's work. This request must be 
submitted to the Registrar's Office within twelve weeks following the end of the quarter for 
which the grades were given. 
FINAL EXAMINATIONS 
Final cxarnitiations may be given only during the twelfth week of each quarter. Final 
cx.aminalioos are not to be given at any other time, as this disrupts learning in other courses that the 
officer-student is taking. EYB1Dination Schedules are prepared and distributed by the Class Scheduler. 
To facilitate common examinations for students in different segments of the same course, the 
Examination Schedule provides a common examination period. or contiguous examination periods, 
for all segments of the same course. If a final exam will not be given in a course, the Depart-
ment/Group Cbainnan must inform the Scheduler. in writing. prior to the scheduling period for that 
course. 
DIST AN CE-LEARNING PROGRAM 
NPS c:onducts a Distance-Leaming Program whereby Navy officers and civilian employees can 
enroll in CCJUl"SCS for aedit that are offered via a two-way television link between the NPS classroom 
and the students' facilities. A limited number of course offerings are currently given under this 
program. Further information about this program is available from the Office of the Dean of 
lnstruction. 
SHORT-COURSE PROGRAM 
In addition to curricular programs. the Naval Postgraduate School conducts a short-course 
program for offering graduate-level material to Navy officers and DoD employees. 
All shat courses arc supported with funds 1ian a single sponsor or from tuition fees. A proposal 
must be submitted for each short course delivered. lnstJuctions for preparing proposals for 
development and delivery of short courses arc available from the Short-Course Coordinator in the 
Research Office. 
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QUESTIONNAIRES AND SURVEYS 
Any surveys or testing of groups, other than that associated directly with concurn:nt courses in 
the cducaticmal program of the students. must be approved jointly by the Dean of lDstruction and the 
Dean of Students/Director of Programs. 
Request for approval of such group-testing should be accompanied by: 
a. sample copies of the tests or questionnaires; 
b. statement of the purpose of the testing; . 
c. description of the proposed uses of the testing data provided~ 
d. a statement of the proposed schedule of the tests, identification of the student and/or faculty 
group affected, and responstbility for administration of the test; and 
e. pioposedcustodiansbip of the testing data, together with description of measures to protect 
privileged or sensitive information. 
All other group-testing, either newly proposed or proposed for continuation, must be submined 
for approval in accordance with the above procedure. 
STUDENT COMMENT ON INSTRUCTION 
Sllldeot co@ent on the effectiveness of each faculty member's instruction is obtained in part by 
means of the Student Opinion Form (SOF), which is uniformly administered at the end of each 
regular course. 
Distnl>ution and collection of the questionuaires in a faculty member's course should be 
accomplished toward the eod of the quarter and in a mmmer designed to ensure a response from each 
of the students and to preserve the anonymity of each student 
Rcspmm1>ility for the cxmtmt of the questiaanaires rem with the Faculty SchoJarshjp Committee. 
Adminimative calll'Ol is exercised through the Dean of lnsttuction's Office. Processing instructions 
are included en the covc:r sheet which forwards the questimmaires to the Professors during the tenth 
week for each course being taught. Essentially, the professor is ecpect.ed to distnbure them in the 
e1evmth week of the quarter. The senior officer (or section leader), as identified to the class by the 
piufessca, isexpect.cd tocoDect the completed forms and return them by the last class session to the 
Depmtweut Administrative Suppcxt Assistanl fcrfurtbcrprorrssing The Depanment Administrative 
Support Assistant will treat the returned forms as privileged information. 
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For each class, only numerical data summaries are forwaTded to the Department/Group 
Chairman. who uses them to evaluate the instructional competence of the Department/Group faculty. 
A copy of the numerical samnmy and the original forms are returned to the instructor. The 
Department/Group Chairman utilizes the summary information to assist in discharging the 
Chairman's respODSJbilities for :improvement of instruction. The Chairman will consider the 
completed questiomiaires, or any part thereof, as privileged information. In addition, the Dean of 
Instruction can provide to the Group Chairs numerical summaries of SOF data of faculty members 
who are members of acadc:mjc depar1mc:nts whm those faculty have taught courses taken by students 
in cwricula that are the responsibility of the Group. The Department/Group Chairman adds 
numerical summaries of SOF data for each course taught by a faculty member to that faculty 
mc:mbcr's documentation 'wbm he/she is a candidate for promotion and/or tenure. These summaries 
are made available to the members of the candidate's Department Evaluation Comn:Uttee (DEC), the 
Depanment Faculty Promotion Council (DFPC), the Faculty Promotion Council (FPC), the Deans 
Promotion Council (DPC), and the Superintendent Release of SOF data to other parties will not be 
made wi~ut the consent of the faculty member concerned. 
Student comment-on-instl'Uction questionnaires - properly structured, properly solicited, and 
propc:riy used - possess a potential for substaDtial contribution toward the general improvement of 
instruction at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
SMOKING AND BEVERAGES IN CLASSROOMS 
AND LABORATORIES 
Navy Regulations which Slrictly limit smoking m enclosed areas are applicable to all military and 
civilian personnel at the school. 
Smoking is not pc:nnitted at any time in any of the School buildings or laboratories. 
Smoking is not permitted, of course, in any area where flammable materials are being used, or 
in the vicinity of stored 1lammable materials. 
Beverages in ~and labc:ralories are prabll>ited by School Regulations. Most classrooms 
are carpeted and have upholstered furniture. The limited janitorial services are unable to cope with 
overturned coffee cups, sticky soft drinks. etc. 
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SECTION VI BENEFIT PROGRAMS 
The specific provisions of 1he following Federal employee benefit programs will be fotmd in the 
several volumes of the Federal Personnel Manual prepared by the Office of Personnel Management. 
The following summaries are for geuenl information only. F acuity members should consult with the 
Human Resources Office if they need updated and specific infonnation. ID addition, the F acuity 
RetiJ ement, Insunmce, and Special Functions Committee continually reviews programs which affect 
or can be of interest to the faculty. 
RETIREMENT PROGRAM 
F acuity members employed under appointments of more than one year beginning prior to 1 
January 1984 participate in the Civil Service Retirement Systems (CSRS). Faculty members first 
hired to appointments of more than cme year on or after 1 January 1984 are covered under the newer 
1ctiJement system, the Federal Employees' Retirement System (FERS). Faculty members currently 
covered by CSRS had the option to transfer to FERS. Periodically an "open season .. is held where 
employees can join the Thrift Savings Plan. Both systems provide retirement and disability benefits 
for the member and survivor benefits for the member's family. Active duty military time is creditable 
toward eligibility for retirement lDlder certain circumstances. Specific details on an individual's 
retirement can be obtained from the Human Resources Office. 
Under both the CSRS and FERS retirement systems, the annuity is reduced if (a) the member's 
civilian service includes service for which no retirement deductions were deposited, (b) the member 
withdrew his/her contnbutions to the retirement :fimd after terminating a past period off ederal 
service and has not made a redeposit, or (c) the member elects a smvivor annuity. A member may 
withdraw his/her contnbutions to the fund if employment in the CMJ Service is terminated for a 
period of at least 31 days and if he/she is not eligible for retirement at the time of separation. A 
member of the Retiiauent FlDld is guaranteed a rebJm from the fund which is at least equal to his/her 
contributions. However, no interest is paid on these refunded contributions. 
Faculty plmming retirement should visit the Human Resomces Office no later than six months 
before 1etitc:ment to establish complc:tmess of records of Federal service (including military service). 
This is to allow lead time for obtaining needed records. documentation of previous pay (if relevant), 
and miangemcnt for payment of any deposits necessary to allow :full credit. 
MEDICARE 
Medicare, the program to provide medical insurance to the elderly, consists of two pans: Part 
A. which provides hospitalizalion, and Part B, medical benefits. Part A is funded by Social Security 
taxes and is available to anyone receiving Social Securify benefits without additimiaJ payment of 
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premiums; Part B requires individual election and payment of a prcmiwn. Social Secwity 
withholdings include a 1.3% contribution to the hospitalization insurance. Although Federal 
employees making regular contributions to the Civil Service Retirement System CSRS) are exempt 
from paying Social Security retirement tax. the exemption does not extend to the hospitalization 
insurance. A withholding of l.3% of basic pay up to the maximum taxable base set by Congress is 
made from the salaries of these employees. 
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES' GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
Faculty members, except under temporary appointment, may participate in the Federal 
Employees' Group Life lnsunmce (FEGIJ) Progiam. 1bc progiam provides term insurance in a basic 
amount. roughly equivalent to a faculty member's salary, and additional optional insurance in varying 
amounts, which may be 811 additional S l 0,000 and/or some multiple of one through five of the basic 
salaty, md/or optional family coverage, whichever is elected. Basic life insurance and the $10,000 
additional option include double indemnity for accidental deaJh and payment for accidental loss of 
one or more limbs or eyesight The cost of the optional additional insurance is based on the 
employee's c:mtenl age. The employing agency contnbUlcs one-tmrd of the cost of basic insurance; 
employees pay the whole cost of optional insurance. Consult the Human Resources Office about the 
c:um:nt COSIS aftbe basic and optiODal insurance. Faculty who are on Leave Without Pay status (e.g., 
811 unpaid intersessicm) are respcmslble for making pa;yments during this period. Deductions will be 
automatically made after returning to Pay status or, alte:matively, the Faculty member may make 
alternative arrangements with the Human Rcsoun:es Office before going on Leave Without Pay. 
After retirement. and upon the retiree's sixty-fifth birthday, members may retain at least one-
quarter of the value of their basic life insurance without cost. Other options for retaining insurance 
amoi.mts through the continued payment of premiums after retirrment are also available. lD order to 
continue life insurance opticms after retirement, the employee must have carried the same type of 
insurance for at least five years prior to 1 et:irc:meuL 
HOSPITALIZATION ANO MEDICAL EXPENSE INSURANCE 
Provisicm is made fer the participation of members and their families in the Federal Employee's 
Group Health Jnsunmce Program. Two types of plans are available: Govemmcnt-widc plans, under 
contract between the Office of Personnel Management and several insurance providers, and 
employee organization plans, available to members who bavc signed contracts for coverage with 
various bcalth insurance providers. Payment is by payroll deduction, with the employee paying part 
of the cost and the agency paying a varying amount depending on the plan selected (with the 
Govemmc:nt contnbuti<mS not to exceed 7S pen:ent of1he total emollment costs). Faculty who are 
on Leave Without Pay status (e.g., an unpaid intasession) are RSpODSJble for making payments 
during this period. Deductions will be 11ttrmatically made after relUIDing to Pay status or, 
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alternatively, the Faculty member may make alternative arrangements with the Human Resources 
Office before going on Leave Without Pay. 
The provisions of the different insurance carriers vsuy in detail and the plan which best fits the 
needs of the individual and his family should be selected. Enrollment is optional and can be canceled 
at any time since coverage is vohmtary. Applications for group coverage are received by the carriers 
only on :first employment or during the "open season" periods set by OPM (usually once a year, 
starting about the middle ofNovcmbc:r). Mc:mbers with temporary appointments of a year or Jess are 
not eligible for participation. Health insurance may be continued into retirement, provided the retiree 
has been covered under the Federal Program (not necessarily the same plan) for the five years 
immedia~fyprec:edingretirement 
Insurance tcn:ninates after 365 days in a non-pay status. 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
Only faculty members serving in certain types ofFederaJ appointments (i.e., limited to one year 
or Jess, intermittent, and those covered by the Federal Employees' Retirement Systems [FERS]) pay 
the full cost of Social Security. Those members covered by the Civil Service Retirement Systems 
(CSRS) pay the L3% Medicare tax (see earlier section on Medicare) in addition to contributions to 
theCSRS. 
INJURY COMPENSATION ANO MEDICAL CARE 
The Fedcral Employees' Compensation Act is administered by the Office of Workers' 
C-cmpensatiCll of the U.S. Depanmcm ofLabor. The Act provides benefits to FederaJ employees for 
continuation of pay for traumatic injuries, compensation for wage Joss, medical care, and other 
assistance far job-related injury or death. An employee is entitled to first aid and medical care for an 
injury sustamed wbile in the performance of official duty. The medical care is to be provided by any 
duly qualified local physician or hospital of the employee's choice. Federal Employees' Health 
Benefits Program plans will not pay medical expenses resulting from a work-related injury or 
disease. An employee is required to give his or her official superior (supervisor) written notice of 
the injury within two working days after the injury in the performance of duty. Compensation may 
be denied jf notice of injury is not given within 30 days, or if the supervisor does not have actual 
knowledge of the injury. Forms CA-1 (traumatic injury) and CA-2 (occupational disease) arc 
provided for giving written notice. These provisions do not apply to depc:ndc:nts afFederaJ civilian 
employees. 
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MILITARY LEA VE 
Civilian faculty members participating in a reserve program of the Armed Forces are expected 
to arrange to take their annual training duty during their intersessional period, if possible. In those 
cases wbc:re 1rainDJg can be perlcxmed only during the ac.ademic session. the faculty member should 
secure approval for militmy leave in advance of entering into a training duty commitment. The leave 
application should be forwarded to the Dean of Faculty via the cognizant Department/Group 
Chairman. All reservists ofthe Armed Forces or members of the National Guard except temporary, 
intermittent. and part-time employees. are entitled to leave of absence from duties, without Joss of 
pay for not more than 15 days in any calendar year, for active duty or for training. 
LEAVE 
Members of the civilian faculty earn aDDual leave while they are in a pay status, the number of 
days depending upon their years of service. In addition, they earn 13 days of sick leave each year. 
The amounts earned are reduced proportionately for any part of the year a member is in a non-pay 
sta1Us. The law ganting these~ of leave is administered by the Office of Personnel Management 
(OPM) and members of the civilian faculty are governed by the OPMs regulations applying to the 
associaled benefits. Consult the Hmnan Resources Office for infmmation. 
The Federal Civil Sen;ice status of the civilian faculty ofthe Postgraduate School causes less 
flexibility in the faculty member's use of the Christmas and June recess period and of the "tenth 
month .. period of hislher academic year than that existing in civilian universities. Civil Service 
Regulations recognize <mly two possil>Je m>es of employee status: (a) work status, or (b) leave status 
(annual. sick. holiday. military. administrative. or leave without pay). This means. that a faculty 
member must be in one or the other status during the periods such as the Christmas or Jtme recess 
or the intersessional period. During time in periods of this sort, when faculty members are not in 
leave staIUs, they are tbaefore required to be 1:1gaged in. or available for. work for the School. Some 
faculty members customarily spe:nd such non-leave time on research. professional writing. course 
writing, or similar scholarly activities with the concurrence of their Depanmeot/Group Chairman. 
C>rb:rfacuey manbers may be designated by their Depanment/Group Chairman to undertake other 
necessary tasks for the Department/Group or the School, such as preparation of laboratories and 
apparatus for tbe quana-. teadring of rdi'esber courses, Departmeat/Group admiuistrative work, etc. 
Faculty members who do not c:icpect to be available for non-teaching duties during these periods are 
expec:led to submit leave requests for the days of nonavailability. 
Civil Service Regulations requiR that each faculty member must be provided an opportunity 
during any calendar year to take the annual leave eamed during that year. Such leave may not be 
taken cmly during an unpaid intersessional period. and the period when it is taken is subject to the 
approval of the Departmc:nt/Group Chairman. There is a two-week break in June and December. 
Faculty members may take mmual leave during these periods; otherwise, normal work is expected 
during these periods. 
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Civilian faculty members may be granted annual leave for emergency reasons at any time. F acuity 
members should notify their Chairman as soon as possible about the circumstances requiring 
emergency m:mual leave. Except in cases of emergency, civilian faculty members may not be granted 
extended leave during the academic session when such leave would interi'ere with the academic 
schedule. 
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SECTION VII - SCHOOL FACILITIES 
ACADEMIC FACILITIES 
Libra!y. The Dudley Knox Library's collections and services are maintained by the following 
organizational units: Reader Services, Research Reports, Acquisitions, Bibliographic Control, and 
Systems. The functions and scope of each are briefly dcscnDed below: 
a. Reader Services <Qpen Literature): The Reader Services Division is the public service unit 
within the Library which supports students and faculty by providing access to unclassified 
bl>rary resources in bard copy and microform. These resources include books, journals, 
abSlraCt literature, newspapers. and U.S. Government Printing Office publications, the latter 
received by virtue of the Library's depository status. It also provides reference assistance 
including online literature searches and bibliographic instruction, manages circulation of 
library materials including course reserve items, maintains current and botmd journals, 
processes interbl>rary loans, and controls microfiche and microfibn files and equipment. 
Readers Services also conducts bbrary tours, manages student photocopiers, and the 
Library's group study rooms. 
b. Research Re,ports and Classified Materials <Classified and Unclassified Research 
Documents): This unit is the Library's repository for classified (Secret, Confidential) and 
unclassified documents received in hard copy and microform. It provides bibliographic 
access to all hard copy reports held by the division. It also provides access to the technical 
repons database of the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) and various products 
on CD-ROM, and it houses a classified word proccssiug facility. 
c. Acquisitions <Collection Acquisitions): This unit orders and receives Library materials in all 
formats, working closely with Library sta1f and Library Liaison Officers from the Library 
Co\Ulcil. 
d. Bibliographic Control: This unit supports instructional and research programs oftbe School 
by caraloging, classifying. and processing all types of informational materials, in a variety of 
formals, to be CDtered into BOSUN, the Library's oniine catalog, and to be made available 
to Library users. Materials include NPS theses and reports a well as a wide range of 
materials from other sources. 
e. Systems OJlmpy Auttww!rion): The Systems Office manages new technology for automating 
the ulnry's colleclicms and scM:cs. BOSUN (Bibliographic Online System Utilis Nautis), 
the Library's on.line c:atalog for opc:n literature, is one major respoDSll>ility of this unit 
Another system, STILAS (Science and Tcc!moJogy Jnformation Ltlmuy Automated System). 
is soon to be introduced for cmline access to the Ltlmuy's '".Jassified documents collection. 
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Library cards are issued to FacuJty members at the Librmy once they have received their 
ide:otification cards. Questions regarding Llbnuy usage should be referred to the Reference Librarian. 
Computing Services. The Computing Service crganization supports a broad range of computing and 
infcxmation services on a variety of server systems attached to the campus backbone network. These 
systems include an IBM-compatible mainframe (Amdahl 5995nOOA); a vector/parallel 
supercomputer (Cray Y-MPIEL98); two large SUN servers supporting 130 SUN SPARC 10 
workstations; and bigh-perfonnancc graphics workstations and video-recording equipment in a 
Scieatific Visualization Laboratmy. These facilities and most of the organization's staff are located 
on the first floor of Ingersoll Hall. The organization maintains clusters of network-connected 
wmicstations in the other academic buildings. Some arc arranged as electronic classrooms with 25 
to 35 ictrntictl ccmpubn. ci1hei' PCs, Macintosbes er HP workslalions. Others contain SUN SP ARC 
10 wmicstations and IBM graphics tmniDa1s which arc intended for individual use by students and 
:faculty. The organization also provides high-speed gateways to global networks such as MILNET. 
BITNET and the Intcmct 
AD of the sc:rvices and facilities are described in a handout. Introduction 10 Computing Services 
available in lngmoll 146, Ccmulting Office. This room also contains copies of all of the Computing 
Services' publications, newsletters, etc .• and reference sets of manuals and other docmnentation of 
available operating systems and major software packages. 
All services are provided free of charge to faculty members and students engaged in official 
School worlc. The computers cannot be used for private consulting worlc. 
Orher Facilities. The evolution of the instruction and research programs of the Naval Postgraduate 
School bas resulted in a number of special facilities. most of which are used in suppon of both 
instruction and research programs. Some of these facilities are listed below. 
o Hybrid Computer and Simulation Laboratory 
o Ocean Acoustic Wave Facilities 
o Aei op1 opulsion Laboratories 
0 Anechoic: Chambers 
o Antenna Measurements Facility 
o Wind Tunnels (subsonic, transonic. and supersonic) 
o 100 Me V Electron Linear Accelerator 
o Human Factors F.uginccring Laboratory 
o Metals Creep Laboratory 
o Precision FRqUCDCY Standards and VLF Propagation Laboratory 
o Wm gaming Facility 
o FlashX-Ray F~ 
o CAD/CAE Facility 
o VLSI Design Faciley 
o Mictoprocessor Laboratories 
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o Graphics laboratories 
o Laser Labs 
o Leaming Resource Centers (instructional computer facilities) 
o Distance Learning Center 
RECREATION FACILITIES 
The Naval Postgraduate School's 18-hole golf course is available to faculty members upon 
payment of greens fees or a monthly membership fee. A driving range and putting green are also 
located on the golf course site. 
An outdoor, heated swimming pool is located on the campus. It is open from May through 
October on Tuesdays through Fridays from 1100 to 1800 and 1200 to 1800 on Saturdays, Stmdays, 
and holidays. During the remainder of the year the pool is closed. 
Olherphysical recreation facilities include a gymnasium (requlling a nominal membership 
fee) with exercise equipment, basketball court, racquetball, squash courts, a softball field, tennis 
courts, and picnic grounds. 
The Recreation Office, located in the basement of Hemnann Hall, bas current folders and 
maps for the many camping areas, motels, and recreational and entertainment facilities in California. 
Civilian faculty members may obtain recreation passes for the use of all recreation facilities for 
themselves and their immediate dependents from this Office. 
PERSONAL SERVICE FACILITIES 
Commissioned Officers and Faculty Club. The use of all of the social and recreational facilities of 
the Cnmnrissioned Officers and Faculty Club, with the exception of the Package Store, is extended 
to civilian members of the Faculty. There is no club membership fee. The Club's facilities include 
the main dining room, cocktail lounges, and several rooms available for private parties on a 
reservation basis. 
Bookstore. The Navy Exchange Bookstore offers a complete range of textbooks, 
magazines/periodicals, computer software. and pe:rsona1 office supplies (e.g., pens, pencils, etc.). 
Barber Slqs. The main Barber Shop located in the Navy Exchange Building is available to civilian 
faculty members. Its hours of operation are :from 0830 to 1630 Monday through Saturday. In 
addition, tb='e is an appoint!• d'lt Barber Shop in the basement of Hcmmmn Hall. This is open from 
0830 to 1630 Monday through Friday. 
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Food Services. The Cnmmissioocd Oflicc:rs' and Faculty Club provides cafeteria service for breakfast 
from0645 to0815 and lunches from 1100 to 1315 on Monday through Friday. The Navy Exchange 
operates a cafeteria in the Navy Exchange complex that is open dming the Exchange's operating 
hours. Co1fee. pastries, and hmches are also available in the quadrangle. 
Post Office. A branch of the U. S. Post Office is located at the rear ofHenmann Hall. Jt is open from 
0930 to 1600 Monday through Friday. 
Navv Exchange Facilities: Civilian faculty members and their dependents are not allowed to use 
Navy :Exchange facilities unless this privilege is based on prior or present militmy service or family 
members in the service. :Exceptions to this rule are for the Bookstore and eating facilities operated 
by the Navy Exchange. 
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(ACADEMIC SESSION - 10 Month Salary) 
LOCALITY RATES OF PAY FOR NAVAL FACULTY INCORPORATING lHE 
LOCALITY-BASED C0!\1PARABILITY PAYMENTS FOR SAN FRANCISCO CMSA 
s s s s s 
T T T T T 
E E ASSISTANT E ASSOCIATE E E ADJ\-IIN 
p INSTRUCTOR P PROFESSOR P PROFESSOR p PROFESSOR p FACULTY 
33,272 7 40,213 17 Sl,782 2S 61,898 20 SS,S75 
2 34,428 8 41,370 18 53,047 26 63,162 21 56,840 
3 3S,S8S 9 42,S27 19 S4,311 27 64,427 22 S8,104 
4 36,742 10 43,684 20 S5,S7S 28 6S,691 23 59,368 
s 37,899 11 44,841 21 S6,840 29 66,9SS 24 60,633 
6 39,0S6 12 4S,998 22 S8,104 30 68,220 2S 61,898 
7 40,213 13 47,lSS 23 S9,368 31 69,484 26 63,162 
8 41,370 14 48,311 24 60,633 32 71,0lS 27 64,427 
9 42,S27 lS 49,468 2S 61,898 33 72,S46 28 6S,691 
10 43,684 16 S0,62S 26 63,162 34 74,077 29 66,9SS 
11 44,841 17 Sl,782 27 64,427 3S 7S,607 30 68,220 
12 4S,998 18 S3,047 28 6S,691 36 77,138 31 69,484 
13 47,lSS 19 S4,311 29 66,9SS 37 78,669 32 71,0lS 
14 48,311 20 SS,S7S 30 68,220 38 80,200 33 72,S46 
lS 49,468 21 S6,840 31 69,484 39 81,731 34 74,077 
16 S0,625 22 S8,104 32 71,0IS 40 83,261 3S 7S,607 
17 Sl,782 23 S9,368 33 72,S46 41 84,793 36 77,138 
18 S3,047 24 60,633 34 74,077 42 86,323 37 78,669 
19 S4,311 2S 61,898 3S 7S,607 43 87,8S4 38 80,200 
20 S5,S7S 26 63,162 36 77,138 44 89,38S 39 81,731 
21 S6,840 27 64,427 37 78,669 4S 90,916 40 83,261 
22 S8,104 28 6S,691 38 80,200 46 92,446 41 84,793 
23 S9,368 29 66,95S 39 81,731 47 93,978 42 86,323 
24 60,633 30 68,220 40 83,261 48 9S,S08 43 87,8S4 
2S 61,898 31 69,484 41 84,793 49 97,040 44 89,38S 
26 63,162 32 71,0lS 42 86,323 so 98,S70 4S 90,916 
27 64,427 33 72,S46 43 87,8S4 Sl 100,101 46 92,446 
($65,3S7) 34 74,077 44 89,38S S2 101,632 47 93,978 
3S 7S,607 4S 90,916 S3 103,163 48 9S,S08 
36 77,138 46 92,446 S4 104,693 49 97,040 
37 78,669 47 93,978 SS 106,22S so 98,S70 
38 80,200 48 9S,S08 S6 107,7SS Sl 100,101 
39 81,731 49 97,040 S7 109,286 S2 101,632 
40 83,261 so 98,S70 S8 110,817 S3 103,163 
41 84,793 SI 100,101 S9 112,348 S4 104,693 
42 86,323 S2 101,632 60 113,879 SS 106,225 
43 87,8S4 S3 103,163 61 ll4,9S7 S6 107,7SS 
44 89,38S S4 104,693 62 114,9S7 S7 109,286 
4S 90,916 SS 106,22S 63 114,9S7 58 110,817 
46 92,446 S6 107,7SS 64 114,9S7 S9 112,348 
4·7 93,978 S7 109,286 65 114,957 60 113,879 
48 9S,S08 S8 110,817 66 114,9S7 61 l 14,9S7 
49 97,040 S9 112,348 67 114,957 62 114,957 
50 98,S70 60 113,879 68 114,9S7 63 114,957 
($100,009) 61 114,957 69 114,9S7 64 l 14,9S7 
($114,957) 70 l 14,9S7 65 114,9S7 
71 114,957 66 114,9S7 
72 114,9S7 67 114,957 
73 114,957 68 l 14,9S7 
($114,957) 69 l 14,9S7 
The locality rates of pay are considered basic pay for retirement, 70 114,957 Approved: Effective 13 January 2002 
life insurance, and severence pay purposes and for advances in pay. 71 114~57 ~ They are NOT considered basic pay for any other purpose. For 72 114,957 &/{1~ 
within-grade increases, promotions, highest previous rate, recruitment 73 114,9S7 ~ 
and relocation bonuses, retention allowance, and other payments or ($114,957) DAVID R. ELLISON 
benefits calculated as a percentage of basic pay, the Naval Faculty Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy 
















The Faculty of the Naval Postgraduate School is organized under the following set of By-
laws. 
FACULTY BY-LAWS 
Article I NAME 
This organization will be known as the Faculty of the Naval Postgraduate School, and will 
hereinafter be referred to as the Faculty. 
Article II OBJECT 
The object of this organization will be to promote understanding and communication 
between members of the Faculty and members of the Administrative Staff, to protect and 
promote the professional stature of the members, and to assist the administration in 
accomplishing the mission of the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Article Ill ORGANIZATION 
Section 1. In order to fulfill in an orderly manner the objectives of the organization, there 
are hereinafter established the following recognized bodies. 
(i) The Faculty; 
(ii) The Faculty Council; 
(ii) The Executive Board of the Faculty Council, hereinafter referred to as the 
Executive Board; and 
(iv) The Standing Committees of the Faculty. 
Section 2. The Faculty Council is the representative body of the Faculty and is responsible 
to the Faculty. It is headed by the Faculty Chairman, elected from the efigible membership 
of the Faculty. The Secretary of the Faculty, elected from the eligible membership of the 
Faculty, ads in a secretarial role for meetings of both the Faculty and the Faculty Council. 
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Article rv FACULTY 
Section 1. Membership. There shall be three classes of membership. 
© ReaularMember. Active members of the staff, military and civilian, engaged in 
teaching in any of the professional grades, and those with rank of Instructor 
whose primary duties are instruction, together with the Librarian and the Director 
of1he Computer Center, will be REGULAR MEMBERS of the Faculty. Regular 
Members will have the right to vote on all matters brought before the Faculty 
except as provided in Article rv, Section 2(v)(a), and Article V, Section S(v). 
Regular Members will have the right to hold a single elective office as provided 
in Article V, Section 1, Article VI, Section 1, Article VII, Section 1, and Article VIII, 
Section 1, and will have the right to hold office in Temporary Committees. The 
Faculty Chairman and elected members of the Nominating Committee may hold 
one additional office. 
(ii) Ex-Officio Member. The Superintendent, the Academic Dean, the Director of 
Programs, the Dean of Faculty and Graduate Studies, the Dean of Instruction, 
the Dean of Research, and the Dean of Information and Computer Services will 
be EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS of the Faculty. Ex-Officio Members Will have the 
right to vote on au matters brought before the Faculty at meetings of the Faculty, 
but they may not hold elective office. 
(iii) Associate Member. Visiting and Adjunct Professors, members of the Faculty in 
the grade of Instructor whose primary duty is not teaching, and civilians 
employed on a contract or part-time basis for teaching duties wm be ASSOCI-
ATE MEMBERS of the Faculty. Associate Members will enjoy all the privileges 
of Members except those of voting and holding office. 
Section 2. Meetings. 
© There shall be at least one regular meeting in the Spring Quarter and in the 
Fall Quarter of each Academic Year. 
(i) The regular meeting in the Fall Quarter shall be known as the Election Meeting. 
It shall be held no earfler than the third week of the Quarter. 
(ii) Special meetings shall be called on the request of the Faculty Chainnan, the 
Academic Dean, or by a petition to the Faculty Council signed by ten percent 
of the Regular Members. 
(IV) Meetings of the Faculty shall not be called unless at least one-half of the 
Regular Members are in a pay status. 
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(v) The Academic Dean shall preside over meetings of the Faculty. In the absence 
of the Academic Dean, the Chairman of the Faculfy shall preside, or in his 
absence, the Acting Faculty Chairman. In the event of his absence, the 
Chainnan of one of the Standing Committees, in the order of precedence listed 
in Article VII, Section 1 ©. shall preside. 
(a) The presiding officer shall be without vote except in the event of a tie. 
(VI) The agenda for meetings of the Faculty shall be estabflshed by the Faculty 
Council. Special items for the agenda shall be included, on petition signed by 
ten percent of the Regular Members. The notice and agenda of any regular or 
special Faculty meeting shall be circulated to the Faculty by the Secretary of 
the Faculty not less than five days before the meeting. 
(vii) A quorum shall consist of thirty-five Regular Members. 
(wl} "Roberts Rules of Order (Revised)" shall be used in governing all meetings of 
the Faculty except when in conflict with the By-Laws. 
(IX) A Parliamentarian shall be appointed by the Faculty Chairman. 
Section 3. Elections and Tenure of Office. 
(i) Nomin&tions for elective office, except Department Representatives and 
Alternates, shall be presented by the Nominating Committee. Additional 
nominations, except for Faculty Chairman Elect, may be made to the 
Nominating Committee for circulation to the Faculty not less than five days 
before the Election Meeting. Each nominee must consent to having his or her 
name placed in nomination. Election shall be by written ballot 
(ii) Results of the election shall be published to the Faculty within a week after the 
Election Meeting and shall be certified to the Council by the Nominating 
Committee atthe first regular Council meeting following th_e Election Meeting. 
(i) All newly elected Faculty officers, including Department Representatives and 
Alternates, shall assume office at the time of the first regular Council meeting 
following the Election Meeting. 
(IV) If two or more members of the same committee are to be elected at the same 
meeting, the member receiving the largest number of votes will be elected for 
the longest term and the member receiving the smallest number of votes will 
be elected for the shortest term. 
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{v) No person may hold a particular elective office for more than two consecutive 
terms. 
{VJ) The office held by any member of the Faculty scheduled to be absent from the 
Monterey area or otherwise unavailable for duty is considered to be vacant 
upon commencement of such unavailability. Vacancies of three or more 
consecutive quarters shall be permanent, while those of shorter duration shall 
be temporary. Vacancies in the office of Department Representaiive or 
Alternate shall be filled by election by members of the Department concerned. 
Vacancies in all other offices shall be filled as specified in Article V, Section 
2{YI). 
(vii) For 1991-2 only, there shall be an election for Faculty Chairman as prescribed 
for the Faculty Chairman Elect in Paragraph (i) of this Section and Paragraph 
(x), Section 2, Article V. In subsequent years, the Faculty Chairman Elect shall 
become the Faculty Chairman upon completion of his or her year of service. 
Article V FACULTY COUNCIL 
Section 1. Membership: The following are members of the Faculty Council: 
(i) the Faculty Chairman; 
(ii) three Faculty Representatives; 
(ii) 1he Department Representatives, one from each Academic Department, except 
that a Department having 60 or more Regular Members of the Faculty shall 
elect two Department Representatives, and except that if a Department has five 
or fewer Regular Members of the Faculty, the Faculty Counal shall determine 
whether 1he Department shall have Is own Department Representative or shall 
be mesged wilh another Acadenic Department for the sole purpose of electing 
a single Department Representative for the two Academic Departments. For 
the purpose of this section, the Defense Resources Management Education 
Center and the Aviation Safety Programs shall each be considered to be an 
Academic Department; 
(IV) the Chairmen of the Standing Faculty Committees; and 
{v) the Secretary of the Faculty. 
{YI) When the Chaiman of a Slancfmg Committee is unable to attend a meeting of 
the Faculty Council he shall designate another member of the Committee to 
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attend in his place. This member shall be entitled to vote on all matters before 
the Council. 
Section 2. Duties. The duties of the Faculty Council shall be to: 
(i) consider all problems, policies and procedures that are of concern to the 
Faculty; 
(ii) determine the agenda for Faculty meetings; 
(iii) assign stucfies of problems, policies or procedures to the appropriate commit-
tee(s), and to receive and act upon these reports; 
(iv) report actions of the Faculty Council to the Faculty; 
(v) circularize matters to be presented to the Faculty, such circularization to be 
made by the Secretary of the Faculty at least five days before the meeting at 
which the items are to be discussed; 
(VI) appoint members to fill permanent vacancies in elective offices except those 
of Department Representatives and Alternate, the appointed member to serve 
until the next election meeting of the Faculty at which time the office shall be 
filled by election; and at its discretion to appoint members to fill temporary 
vacancies, the appointed member to serve unbl the regular member resumes 
oftice. Appointees to the standing committees shall serve as junior members; 
(vii) annually elect at the first meeting following the election meeting of the Faculty 
from among the Faculty Representatives and Department Representatives four 
members to serve on the Executive Board; 
(val) annually select at the first meeting following the election meeting of the Faculty 
from among the Faculty Representatives and Department Representatives one 
member to serve on the Research Council and one member to serve on the 
Computer Advisory Board; 
(ix). receive and audit at the first meeting following the election meeting of the 
Faculty, the accounting by the Retirement, Insurance and Special Functions 
Committee of funds in its custody; and 
(x) elect two nominees for Faculty Chairman Elect for the following year at its last 
meeting prior to the Faculty Election Meeting. 
Section 3. Faculty Chairman. There shall be a Faculty Chairman whose duties include: 
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© presiding at meetings of the Faculty Council and Executive Board; he may 
designate a Faculty Counal member to preside in his place during all or any part 
of the meeting; 
(ii) transmitting Faculty Council proceedings requiring response to the Superinten-
dent or his designated representative via the Academic Dean; 
(iii) representing the Faculty at every appropriate forum; and 
(iv) performing other duties that may be assigned by the Faculty Council or 
Executive Board. 
Section 4. Faculty Chairman Elect There shall be a Faculty Chairman Elect whose duties 
include: 
© maintaining a working knowledge of the Faculty Organization and the current 
state of its recognized bodies; 
(i) planning and arranging a work schedule that will be appropriate for his or her 
duties as Faculty Chairman in the following academic year; and 
{i) performing other duties that may be assigned by the Faculty Chairman or the 
Executive Board. 
Section 5. Executive Board. 
(i) The Executive Board of the Faculty Council shaU consist ot 
(a) the Faculty Chairman, and the Faculty Chairman Elect 
(b) the Secretary of the Faculty; and 
(c) four members of the Faculty Council who are either Faculty or Department 
Representatives. 
(ii) The duties of the Executive Board shall include: 
(a) to provide for an Acting Faculty Chairman 1o serve in the absence of the 
Faculty Chairman; 
(b) to establish the agenda for Faculty Counal Meetings; 
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(c) to deal with all matters relating to the professional status of the Faculty as a 
group; 
(d) to be cognizant of the activities of all Faculty standing and temporary 
committees (Article VII, sections 1 and 2); and 
(e) to perform all other duties assigned to it by the Faculty Council. 
Section 6. Meetings. 
(i) The Faculty Council shall meet on a regular monthly basis during each 
Academic Quarter except during the month of the regular Faculty meeting and 
at other times as necessary. 
(ii) The Executive Board shall meet weekly during each Academic Quarter except 
for the weeks of the Faculty Council or regular Faculty meetings. 
(iii) A quorum is a simple majority of the Faculty Council members, and voted action 
requires an affirmative vote of a majority of the members present 
(iv) All members of the Faculty as defined under Article IV, Section 1 are entitled to 
attend the meetings of the Faculty Council. Upon recognition by the presiding 
officer, Faculty members may address the group. 
(v) The presiding officer is without vote except in case of a tie. 
Article VI SECRETARY OF THE FACULTY 
Section 1. There shaU be a Secretary of the Faculty. He shall serve in this role at meetings 
of the Faculty, Faculty Council, and the Executive Board. 
Section 2. Term of Office. The Secretary of the Faculty shall be elected for a two-year 
period by the Faculty at the Election Meeting of the Faculty. 
Section 3. In the absence of the Secretary of the Faculty, the Faculty Chairman shall 
appoint an acting Secretary. 
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Article VII FACULTY COMMITTEES 
Section 1. Standing Committees. 
(i) There shall be five Standing Committees: Professional Practices; Scholarship; 
Retirement, Insurance and Special Functions; Plans, Facilities and Support 
Services; and Nominating. 
(ii) Each Standing Committee shall consist of three elected members with each 
serving for three years except that terms of one, two, or three years may be 
assigned according to the number of votes received when necessary in order to 
alow one-third of the membership of each committee to be elected each year. 
(ii) Eligible Faculty shall be appointed to fill vacancies as defined under Article V, 
Section 2(vi1. 
(IV) Of each individual committee, the elected member who has served the longest 
current (:Ontinuous period shall be chairman. In the case of two elected 
members of equal length of current service, the member with the shortest 
remaining tenure shall be chairman. If all members have been appointed by the 
Faculty Council, the member who has served the longest period of his current 
term shall be chairman. The phrase ·1ongest current continuous period" shall 
be interpreted as including not more than one elected term. 
(v) A Standing Comrnllee may establish sub-committees for special purposes. The 
Chairman of a sub-committee shall be a member of the parent committee. 
(VI) All committees, except Nominating and Professional Practices, shall report to 
the Faculty Council and to the Faculty at regular Faculty meetings. 
(vii) The Nominating Committee shall report directly to the Faculty annually anQ to 
the Faculty Counal as required. 
Section 2. Duties. 
(i) Professional Practices. The duties of this Committee shall be to provide counsel 
and assistance to individual Faculty members and to the Administration, when 
requested, in matters relating to incflllidual grievances and ethics. The commit-
tee, where necessary, will present the matter to the Executive Board for further 
consideration, but will not present such matters to the Council or Faculty unless 
directed to do so by the Executive Board. 
(ii) Scholarshio. The duties of the Scholarship Committee shall be to study all 
matters of scholarship as they apply to the Faculty and Student Body; i.e., 
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teaching load, curriculum development, requirements for the awarding of 
degrees, etc. 
(iii) Retirement. Insurance and Special Functions. The duties of this Committee shall 
be to study all matters relating to retirement and insurance as they affect the 
civilian members of the Faculty; to collect, have custody of, expend, and account 
for all funds intended for special functions; and to assist in planning and 
organizing special events and social obligations of the Faculty. 
[IV) Plans. Facilities and Support Services. The duties of this Committee shall be to 
represent the Faculty on matters concerned with 1he use and development of 
land and facilities in support of the School's mission; to provide liaison between 
1he Faculty Council and the administrative plans officer in the development of 
detailed plans for Mure academic buildings, facifrties and support services; and 
to provide liaison between the Faculty and the appropriate offices of the School 
in matters concerning these issues. 
(v) Nominating. The duties of this Committee shall be to present at least two 
cand"ldates in nomination for each elective office to be filled according to Article 
IV, Section 3; to present candidates in nomination for temporary elected 
committees when so instructed in the formative motion; to keep records of past 
and present membership of all committees and sub-committees; to act as tellers 
and record the vote in all elections and other matters coming before the Faculty 
in which voting by written ballot has been specified; and to act as Sergeant-at-
Arms at all Faculty meetings. 
Section 3. Temporary Committees. 
(i) A temporary committee may be created and its duties ouUined either by action 
of the Faculty, the Faculty Council orthe Faculty Chairman. 
(i) Members of a temporary committee shall be elected or appointed as specified 
in the formative motion if the committee is created by action of the Faculty or the 
Faculty Council; otherwise they shall be appointed by the Faculty Chairman. 
(ii} A temporary committee is automatically dissolved at the end of the second 
quarter following its inception unless its term is extended by actions of the 
Faculty Council or the Faculty. 
Article VIII DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES TO THE FACULTY COUNCIL 
Section 1. Department Representatives shall be elected in accordance with Article V, 
section 1 (i). 
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(i) Election shall be by secret ballot at a regular department meeting during the Fall 
Quarter, but not less than two days prior to the first regular Council meeting 
foDowing the Faculty Election Meeting. An Alternate with concurrent term shall 
be elected to serve in his absence. A Second Alternate may be elected to act in 
the absence of the Department Representative and the Alternate. 
(ii} The results of the election shall be transmitted by the Department Chairman to 
the Secretary of the Faculty prior to the first regular Council Meeting following 
the Faculty Election Meeting. 
Section 2. Tenure of Office. Except as otherwise provided herein, each Department 
Representative shall serve for three years. The term of the Alternate from the same 
Department shall run concurrently. The term of office shall begin at the time of the first 
regular Council Meeting following the Faculty Election Meeting, except that the term of a 
Department Representative or Alternate elected to fill a vacancy shall commence upon 
his election and shall extend to the end of the term of the Representative or Alternate he 
replaces. Initially, terms of one year, two years, or three years may be assigned by lot, 
drawn by the Secretary of the Faculty, among all the Academic departments so as to 
allow about one-tilird of the membership to be elected each year. If two departments are 
merged, both Department Representatives shall continue in office until expiration of their 
elected terms. 
Section 3. Nomination. A nominating committee of the Academic Department shall 
present a slate of efigible candidates. Additional nominations may be made at the 
Academic Oepartmenfs election meeting. The Department Chairman is not eligible for 
the nomination. 
Section 4. If a Department Representative becomes Faculty Chairman, then the Alternate 
shall become acting Department Representative with full privileges as a member of the 
Faculty Council. 
Section 5. Duties of Oeoartment Representatives and Alternates. Each Department 
Representative shall keep the Faculty of his department informed concerning discussions 
in and action by the Faculty Council. He shall represent the interest of the department 
Faculty in the Faculty Council. The duties of Department Representative Alternate shall 
include assisting the Department Representative in the performance of his duties. 
Article IX FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES TO THE FACULTY COUNCIL 
Section 1. Three Faculty Representatives shall be elected by secret ballot at the Election 
Meeting of the Faculty. 
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Section 2. Each elected member shall serve for three years, except that initially the 
candidate receiving the largest number of votes shall serve three years, the candidate 
receiving the second largest number shall serve two years and the candidate receiving the 
third largest number shall serve a one-year term. 
Article X AMENDMENTS 
These By-Laws may be amended provided that a notice of the proposed action has been 
circulated at least five days before the Faculty Meeting at which the action is to take place, 
a quorum is present, and an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the voting members present 
is obtained. 
Adopted: 8 May 1963 
Amended: 9 December 1965 
30 August 1967 
13 November 1968 
4June1969 
3 December 1969 
16 September 1970 
7 September 1971 
7 September 1972 
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